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Unification, or solving equations on finite trees, is a P-complete problem central to symbolic 
manipulation, especially in Resolution, Type Inference and Rewriting. We present a natu- 
ral logic dedicated to unification, which includes a constructive version of equational logic. 
This logic enjoys the classical proof-theoretic properties: atomieity; strong normalization; 
Church-R.osserness; left right, introduction elimination and positive negative symmetries. 
Motivated by the Type Inference problem, we introduce, besides amodel-theoretlc semantics 
and its completeness, a geometrical interpretation f deductions describing their operational 
content. This allows the design of a normallzat[on process. This unification logic provides 
significant tools in investigations of higher-order unification, especially for the Type Inference 
problem, via fixed-point equations deducible from the given equations in unification logic. 
We also present some results on the classification problem of these fixed-point equations. To 
this end, we introduce the notion of elementary cyclic sets, that essentially possess a single 
associated fixed-point equation. The finite set of elementary cyclic sets embedded in some 
unification problem is obtained by a linearization process of the input equations. Finally, up 
to permutation, there exists a minimum equational deduction associated to an elementary 
cyclic set. We give a deterministic algorithm computing this deduction. 
1 In t roduct ion  
In proof-theory, since the original work of Gentzen (1969) on sequent calculus, much work 
has been devoted to the normalization process of various logics, Prawitz (1965), Girard 
(1988). Such an analysis was lacking in equational logic (the only exceptions we are aware 
of are Statman (1977), Kreisel & Tait (1961)). There is a very simple explanat ion for this 
oversight: equatlonal logic as traditionally presented lacks an el imination rule. However, 
this el imination rule is omnipresent in Computer Science, disguised under unification, e.g. 
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in l~esolution, P~ewriting and Type Inference. Unification solves equations between finite 
trees. It is decidable and fundamental to symbolic manipulation: if there exists a solution 
there is a most general one, computed by some unification algorithm. Adding this new rule 
to the traditional introduction rule (Leibniz's principle of substitution of equals for equals) 
gives us a logic L~: with strong properties: atomicity of inferences, trict constructivlsm, 
strong normalization of deductions, left/right and introduction/elimination symmetries, 
positive/negative signatures for subexpresslons occurrences in deductions. 
The study of a logical theory requires a mathematically interesting interpretation of 
its theorems. We give two such descriptions for unification logic. A model-theoretic 
semantics gives usual completeness. Here the models are (unification) graphs encoding 
terms. Due to the requirement ofatomicity, tlfis completeness hould not b e confused with 
the algebraic one, ~ la Tarski-Birkhoff. The second interpretation is quite new and more 
penetrating. In Computer Science, the operationallty problem for a programming language 
req~fires a mathematical description of the computational content of the language. Also, 
in programming language style, our interpretatiol~ gives the correct operational semantics 
of equational deductions. In geometrical style, it interprets deductions in an homotopy 
algebra A(g) rdated to the graph of equations This geometrical semantics allows the 
design of a syntactical normalization process: we identify two proofs with equal semantics. 
This strong normalization result is obtained by a finite rewriting system via the classical 
rewriting theory (e.g. Le Chenadec (1986)). The relevance of this semantics and its 
operationality are crystal clear when we work at the second-order level, i.e. when the 
objects become functional. 
Indeed, this logic was coined while working on higher-order equations, in relation with 
the type inference problem for second-order lambda calculus, Girard (1972), l~eynolds 
(1974), and related systems, such as the Calculus of Constructions, Coquand & Huet 
(1988). Informally, this problem asks for an algorithm that fills in missing type information 
in procedures, which lightens the burden of the programmer. It is decidable for very simple 
type systems, but open for significant ones. A natural approach to this problem is via 
higher-order unification, which is undecidable already at order two, Goldfarb (1981), Huet 
(i975). A typical equation involved in Type Inference has the following form (in Church's 
A notation): 
Aa.~(~, X(~)) = Aa.F(H(A#.~(~, Y(a, #))), O(a)), 
where F is the function space type constructor of type Type ~ (Type ~ Type), and 
II is Church's quantifier of type (Type ~ Type) ~ Type. For readers familiar with 
second-order lambda calculus, this equation is associated to the typing of the procedure 
M = )~x.x y that takes any program x and applies it to the argument y, via the type 
structure: 
The free (functional) variables plit into two sets: Oll one hand we have ~, ~, | (subterm 
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types), on the other hand we have X and Y (the type extractions). These two sets 
are disjoint. Consequently, to these equations is naturally associated a set of first-order 
equations, obtained by stripping the higher-order structure, here we get r = _F(~b, ~), 
which is the simple type equation of the procedure M. This is nothing but the familiar 
idea of first-order (propositional) approximation ofsome higher-order (predicate) complex 
objects. 
If this new set of equations is solvable, say by usual unification, the higher-order 
equations are trivially solvable. Alternatively, when the associated set s of first-order 
equations is not solvable, we want some precise measure of the degree of failure. Ideally, 
this would allow us to check whether or not the lifting from first to second-order overcomes 
this obstruction. Due to the origin of the problem, failures originate in the so-called occur- 
check detecting fixed-point (or cyclic, recursive) equations, and not in the homogeneity 
test of unification. The desired measure is given by the set of minimal deductions of the 
fixed-point equations deducible from g in a restricted sequential version LEo of unification 
logic LE, where proper terms of binary inference rules are variables. This set 0(s gives 
valuable informations about the higher-order equations. Statements about C(s required 
a normalization procedure for equational deductions. We also introduce a third logical 
system LEt, which is a variant of LEo, well-suited for practical computations arising in 
the Type Inference problem; and a system/~E2 for equational reasoning in typed A-calculi 
with resolution. 
From these observations, it is important to understand the mathematical structure of 
the set C(s A first answer lies in the notion of elementary cyclic set. We distinguish 
minimal non-unifiable subsets embedded in s Given s how should we compute these 
subsets? Answer: by linear approximations of s We may non-deterministically and 
incrementally remove the cycles as follows: if some variable possesses at least two distinct 
occurrences in s one among those can be replaced with a fresh variable. Also a good 
definition for an "elementary cyclic set" of equations is a set of equations that possesses 
at least one positive occur-check, but such that removing one equation or linearizing one 
variable yields a unifiable set of equations. We establish that under this definition there 
exists a unique positive occur-check associated to s Thus an exhaustive search on s will 
give us the finite basis of elementary cyclic sets embedded in s 
Let us see some examples (for formal definitions, cL w The simplest one is s 
x = f(x,  y) (cf. Fig. 1). We have one cycle, the minimum deduction is the hypothesis  
Adding x = f (z ,z )  defines Q with two cycles, one primitive, re0, the other one derived: 
it owes its existence to the primitive cycle. The example s also defines a uldque cycle: 
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Figure 1: Ulfification Graphs for g0, s and g2 
x = f (y ,y ) ,  x = f ( z ,  f (z ,u) ) .  Here, the minimum deduction is 7)2: 
= f(~, f(~, ~,)) 9 =/ (~,  v) 
S f ( z , f ( z ,u ) )=~ z= f (y ,~)  S f (y ,y )=z  ....... z= f ( z , f ( z ,u ) )  
iF T f(y,  y) = f (z ,  ) (z ,  u)) 
E f ( z ,  f (z ,  u)) = f(y,  y) E 
z = y y = f ( z ,u )  
T 
z = f (~,~)  
To such a deduction is associated a cyclic path in the hypotheses graph that follows 
the occurrences of the deduction, as pictured in Fig. 1. This path is represented by an 
expression i  the algebra A($2). The deduction possesses an intrinsic, strong, sequentiality 
(cf. Berry s Curien (1982)): in order to prove the existence of the cycle, you must visit 
each variable occurrence as specified by the path expression. Each occurrence contributes 
to the conclusion and none can be omitted. Notice that the basis of elementary cyclic sets 
may include distinct "generators" for the same cycle, e.g. if we add y = f (y ,  v) to g2. 
Now, in order to solve the fixed-point equation z = f ( z ,u )  of the above example, 
we have two possibilities: either the variable z becomes functional: from the premisses 
X(a)  = f (y ,  y) and X(b) = f (z ,  f (z ,  u)) we can no longer deduce by resolution the fixed- 
point equation. Or the variable z becomes functional, the deduction is still valid, but 
its conclusion Z(a) = f (Z(b) ,u)  possesses olutions. Naturally, if no conditions are im- 
posed on this lifting process, every set of first-order equations is solvable at second-order. 
The difficulty comes in by the fact that, in Type Inference, if all variables can become 
functional, not all their can receive arguments. From these examples, it is clear that the 
equational deductions provide adequate tools for expressing the various ways to resolve 
the cycles (cf. w We mention that Mendler (1987) also uses such deductions in an 
extension of polymorphic A-calculus. The principal result concerning elementary cyclic 
sets is the existence of a minimum deduction. It is established by both the syntactical 
rewriting reduction and a semantical analysis of redundancies in deductions. 
Let us see another example from type inference. Consider the following A-term 
M = (Ax.zx) (,\z, y.zyz),  conjectured to be untypable ia second-order A-calculus by both 
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Figure 2: Term and Unification Graph for E(M) 
R. Statman (private commuaicatlon) and the author. When we try to type this A-term 
in simple types, we get the inference tree with the set of equations 
X:Ot  X :O~ 
(1) zz  : c~' 
A:~.~:~: : OL "-~ Ot ! 
(4) 
z : f l  y:' ,/  
(2) zy : ~' z :  
(3) zyz : ~" 
Ay.zyz : 7 --+ fl" 
Az, y.zyz : fl "-+ (7 -+ fl") 
M:a '  
E(M)  
a = o~--+o~' (1) 
= v ~ Z' (2) 
fl' = fl--+ fl" (3) 
= Z -~ (~ -+ Z") (4) 
Unification fails (of. Fig. 2). As an indication of the complexity of the set C(s 
among other deductions, contains the three following, independant, deductions. Notice 
that the third deduction is not associated to an elementary cyclic set. Hence the monoid 
(under substitution) d(g) is not generated by the elementary cyclic sets (deductions are 
expressed in EEl). 
u 
'u  
u 
~'=~"  ~=7-~'  
t 
su  Z = v ~ (Z --+ Z")  
ot=ot~ot  t 
For people having some knowledge of typed A-calculi, the set $2 is closely related to the 
typing in Girard's system F of the A-term M = Az, y. y (z a r) (x K), Giannini & 1Zonchi 
Della tLocca (1988). Writing I = Aw~.w, K = Au'LAv6.u and z : c~, we cannot type 
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M in the simply typed h-calculus due to the elementary cyclic set a = (fl -~ /3) -~ al, 
a : (T --~ (~ ~ 7)) --~ a ' .  The two resolutions of the fixed point gives the two intuitively 
"minimal" typings of M in F: 
Axv~.~.Ay. y (x {(8 -~ Z) -~ P} I) (~ {(T -~ (5 ~ 7)) -~ "} I~), 
~.~.~y.  (~ (~w.~.~ {Z -* V~.~})) (~ ~w'~.X~.~)  
The paper is organized as follows. In w is established the model-theoretic completeness 
of unification logic. Especially, we need technical lemmas relating occurrences of variables 
in the unification graph to occurrences of variables in the input set of equations. The 
technicalities of this section are quite unavoidable ia view of the origin of the problem: 
strict equations (a variable equals another variable), reputed to be boring (Courcelle & 
al (1973), private communication of G. Kahn), are here related to fl-redexes. Also we 
cannot purely ignore them. Moreover these results are important in the following intuitive 
meaning: the technical propositions describe the local structure of unification graphs. The 
inference rules of deductions in the logic LE follow this local geometry. To be convinced of 
this fact, consider the proof search procedure in w Also, the detour by technical results is 
unavoidable for obtaining deep results on unification logic. In w we introduce the algebra 
A(s and establish the strong normalization and Church-Rosser properties for unification 
logic. This is done ~ la Knuth-Bendix, Huet (1980), Le Chenadec (1986). The normM 
forms enjoy the usual properties of cut-free proofs in natural[ deduction calculi. We end 
w by applying these proof-theoretic results to Type Inference. A good understanding 
of this subsection requires familiarity with intuitionistic logic and typed A-calculi, but 
enlightens the whole paper. Especially, we use a form of resolution in minimal predicate 
calculus. The mairL result here is a necessary condition for some higher-order equations to 
possess olutions: the resolution of local obstructions. The discussion of global resolution 
is beyond the scope of the present paper. Finally, we mention that the normalization 
results includes a normal form for the constructive version of usual equational logic. 
The subsequent parts of the paper are devoted to the analysis of some minimal elements 
of C(s the elementary cyclic sets. These results provide a first application of the analysis 
of unification logic. In w we prove that if a unification problem is non-unifiable in a 
minimal sense, i.e. if it is an elementary cyclic set, it defines essentially a unique positive 
occur-check. While still technical, the arguments are straightforward and proceed by 
contradiction. A (anonymous) referee kindly pointed out that a simpler proof exists, which 
is more set-theoretical in spirit. In fact, the comparison of the two proofs is instructive: the 
"set-theoretic" proof is non-constructive, and its constructivization would yield a proof, 
but not necessarily the minimum one. This is the place to claim that through the paper 
strong constructivism approach is taken. Especially, the second part of Theorem 4.1, 
establishing a unicity property, cannot be obtained without technicalities, and is needed 
by the subtler results of w This last section proves the unicity of the minimal deduction 
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of an elementary cyclic set. Here, minimality means both in normal form and minimal 
number of inference steps. We give a deterministic algorithm that finds such a deduction, 
thus establishing an inherent seqnentiality of unification, Dwork gz al (1984), Lewis & 
Statman (1982), Vitter & Simons (1986). Finally, we mention that such results also hold 
for homogeneity checks. A last word on the structure of the paper: sections 2 and 3 
present respectively the model-theory and the proof-theory of the logic LE. They are 
quite independant from the remaining sections 4 and 5 which are more prospective. The 
most technical parts are w w w and 5.2: they can be skipped in a first reading. The 
paper is quite self-contained and is readable with a minimal knowledge of typed iX-calculi, 
rewriting and unification theory and proof theory. 
2 A Unif ication Logic and its Completeness 
2.1 Definitions 
For clarity, we assume that terms are built up over a binary function symbol f and a 
denumerable s t P of variables, the general case is a straightforward generalization. The 
size of a term is its number of occurrences of this binary function symbol. The set of 
variables occurring in a set of equations ~ is noted I)(E). The set of occurrences (binary 
strings) of the term M is noted O(M), e being the empty occurrence. The length of 
occurrence O is noted by ]O I. For 0 in O(M), the subterm of M at occurrence O is 
noted M/O. We adopt the context notation C[.] in order to distinguish subterms. The 
trivial context is noted [_]. The occurrence of the hole is noted Oc. The contexts C1[-] 
and C2[-] are equivalent, noted C1[-] ~ C2[-], iff Oel = Oc2. When Oel is a prefix of Oc2, 
we write C1[-] <_ C2[-] (with several function symbols, these definitions require that the 
symbols occurring at the same prefixes of holes occurrences are equal). The composition 
C1[C2[-]] of contexts C1[-] and C2[-] will be denoted by juxtaposition CLC2[-]. We also 
need a multiple hole notation C[., _]. By convention the occurrence of the first hole is of 
the form 0001 (leftmost) while the occurrence of the second one is 0102 (rightmost). 
Let s be a set of equations between terms. Due to sharing, we assume that equations 
are labeled, say by integers, so that two distinct equations can have identical members. 
An equation is strict when its members are variables. The equivalence relation on Y(s 
generated by the strict equations from s is noted =~. The syntactic equality (identity) 
of terms or other objects is noted - .  A solution of s (on finite terms) is described by 
a morphism on terms that identifies the members of equations in s The effective part 
of such a morphism a, also called unifier, is finitely generated by the assignment pairs 
a(x) = M, x e Y($). Assume that the set of variables is linearly ordered by _<, and define 
the greater lower bound of two terms or morphisms by: 
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9 xA f (M,N)  =f (M,N)  Ax-=-x, 
9 f(M1,1V1) A f(M~,N2) = f(M1 A M2, N1 A N~), 
9 xAy=yAt~=xi fx<y,  
9 ^ = ^ 
The morphism c~ 1A ~ is a solution of $ when both cq and cr 2 are. Also, A a, a a solution 
morphism, is the most general unifier of E (with respect o <). 
In this section, we apply to unification the Curry-Howard isomorphism, Howard (1980), 
between Constructive Mathematics alld Computer Science (an informal statement that 
identifies proofs and programs, formalin and types). According to this paradigm, a 
unification algorithm, given a set of equations E, computes either a deduction ~- x = 
C[x] where C[x] is a non-variable term with a distinguished occurrence of x (i.e. the 
so-called occur-check is positive, or there exists no finite (integral) solution to E); or a 
deduction F f(~-l') -- g (~)  for distinct function symbols f and g (failure of homogeneity), 
or a sequence of deductions F xl = ti, i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  defiuing a most general unifier 
for C by assignment pairs. In all cases the deductions proceed from the hypotheses 6, 
according to the logic encoded in the unification algorithm. We analyse the structure of 
such deductions according to a specific formal system, well-suited for unification. This 
system made possible the discovery of the geometric interpretation of w 
This geometry of unification rests on the following graphs. As needed by calculus in 
the algebra A($), edges are oriented according to the subterm ordering. A dug is a di- 
rected acyclic graph. Firstly, to a set $ of equations we associate its dag representation 
G(6).  This dug has one vertex per variable in Y($), each member M of an equation from 
$ defines in the standard way a tree, whose leaves are identified according to their vari- 
ables giving a term dug G(M) (cf. Fig. 2). Such a dug is rooted. As required by sharing, 
members of distinct equations are associated to distinct term dags. For each equation 
m : M = N in 8 we have an (oriented) equational edge from the root of G(M) to the 
root of G(N). Next, the unification graph U(C) is the quotient of G(g) by the smallest, 
dowllward closed, equivalence on vertices generated by the equational edges. Finally, we 
denote by S(s the quotient graph of U($) under the smallest upward closed equivalence 
on vertices. Equivalently, S($) is the quotient of G(3) by the smallest, downward closed, 
congruence on vertices generated by the equational edges. The graphs U($) and S($) 
encode in the obvious way a set of terms, usually a proper subset of the set of all terms on 
];(C), via graph morphisms. Such a morphism between graphs is a pair of functions be- 
tween vertices and edges respectively compatible with the source-target and labeling (left 
or r ight son) structure of edges. We further require that morphisms are compatible with 
the equivalence classes of terms represented by vertices (i.e. a vertex containing the vari- 
able x is mapped to a vertex also containing x). A term may admit several morphisms in 
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U(g), but possesses at most one in S(g) (consider g : {1 :x : f(y,z), 2: Z = f (y,z)}).  
Usually, such a morphism from M will be unambiguous and the root of G(M) will be 
denoted Vu(M) or Vs(M), with the subscript possibly dropped. Two terms M1, M2 are 
equal modulo E, noted I=~ M1 = M2, iff there exist morphisms from the terms into S(g) 
so that the terms root are identified in S(E) (resp. [=~] M1 --- M~). Now, a standard uni- 
fication algorithm computes the graph U(g) and checks its homogeneity (no equivalence 
class contains two terms with distinct head function symbols) and acycllcity (no directed 
cycle). As well-known, Paterson A Wegman (1978), Martelli &= Montanari (1982), these 
two conditions characterize unifiability. If so, the most genera] unifier ~s easily read on 
this graph. Intuitively, in w we will be interested in multi-paths associated to proofs. 
They will form a subset of the algebra A(g). However, in the present section, a path will 
simply be a directed path or a pair (v,O), v a vertex and 0 an occurrence, cf. w for 
technical definitions on such paths. 
2.2 The Logical System LE  
In equational logic, besides the three rules of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity, we 
have the rules of replacement and substitution: 
M=M'  N=N'  M=N 
f(M,  N) = f(M', N') a(M) = a(N) 
Obviously these two rules are introduction rules in the sense that they create new terms; 
but from the view point of the subformula property (objects in the conclusion of some 
inference should be subobjects of the premisses), they are unsatisfactory, and should be 
written, if a on ];(M) U Y(N) is generated by the pairs (as, M~), i = 1,. . .  ,n: 
f (M,N)= f (M,N)  M = M' N = N' M = N xl = Mx. . .xn  = M,~ 
f(M,  N) = f(M' ,  g ' )  or(M) = a(N) 
This notation explicits in the premisses every object occurring in the conclusion. Still, this 
syntax is unsatisfactory as we would like to have a single introduction rule. But moving 
from the first rules to these ones renders them quite similar. Also we drop the requirement 
that substitutions should substitute only variables, and that replacement should replace 
only under function symbols. With the requirement ofatomicity (one elementary operation 
per inference), we get two symmetric rules: 
M = N C[N]= O M = C[N] N = O 
~z C[M] = 0 ~R M = C[O] 
The equivalence of the two logics is left to. the reader. The mathematically meaningful 
properties of a logicM system follows from the duality introduction-elimination. Turning 
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to the description of unification, we get our elimination rule from the downward closure 
defining the space S(E): 
C[M] = D[N] 
M=N 
provided that  the two contexts are equivalent, C[_] ~ D[_]. Hence our logical system is: 
M=N M=N N=O 
.R M = M S N" -~ T M = O 
M --- N C[N]= O C[M] = D[A r] C[_],,,D[_] M=C[N]  N = O 
IL  C[M] = 0 E i1~ = N I.R M = C[O] 
Practical experience shows that this system leaves little variation on the syntax of its 
inference rules. We worked for a long time with a system excluding transitivity, the 
elimination rule being: 
C[M]= N IV=910]  
E M=O 
where possibly C[_] = D[_] = [_]. The reader can prove the equivalence of these systems 
with respect o the Tarskian semantics. But the semantical reductions of w invalidates this 
last system. A word on the meaning of these inference rules. In the model theory tradition, 
we read: if the premisses are true, the conclusion is true. In the proof theory tradition, 
we ask what operations are to be performed in order to proceed from the premisses to the 
conclusion. This interpretation is especially relevant to Computer Science, where research 
centered around programming language design has faced the operationality problem', find 
a mathematical ,  low-level, language, faithful to the high-level programs. Here we propose 
a geometrical approach to this problem and potspone the exact operational meaning of 
these rules to the end of w For the time being, we record that the binary inference rules 
just identify or connect wo occurrences of a term in the premisses: the subterm N. We 
call this term the proper term of the inference. In both introduction rules, we distinguish a 
principal premiss: the left (resp. right) premiss for IL  (resp. I~).  An auxiliary deduction 
is a subdeduction whose conclusion is the non-principal premiss of an introduction. Unless 
specified, the context of an introduction rule will be non-trivial. An antecedent of some 
inference rule Q is another ule whose conclusion is premiss of the inference Q. Kemind 
that  in proof-theory, a cut is an introduction immediately followed by the corresponding 
elimination, the paradigm of computation i cluded in this definition is the cut-elimination 
process, Gentzen (1969), Prawitz (1965), Girard (1988). 
The  investigations recorded in the present paper are motivated by insights in the 
mathemat ica l  structure of the type inference problem. As explained in detail in the intro- 
duction, this structure is connected to the set of fixed-point (recursive, cyclic) equations 
deducible from a simple type inference tree of a procedure. To this end, practical compu- 
tat ions with the system LE are necessary. However, ol~y a subsystem LEo is useful for 
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fixed-point deductions. The system LEo is LE plus the restriction that proper terms are 
variables. Deductions in LEo are sequential, claim justified later on, in w The rest of this 
section is devoted to completeness. Firstly, we establish that the logic LEo is comp]ete 
for path deductions. That is b-OLEo :~ = C[y] iff there exists a path (V(x), Oc) in U(s 
from V(x) to V(y). This form of completeness is adequate for fixed-point deductions. 
Completeness for the system LE follows easily. The proof uses quite technical results 
on the local structure of U(s and w can be skipped in a first reading. Why such a 
technical proof for this apparently shallow result? On one hand, this proof is constructive 
and suggested the normalization results of w On the other hand, the principal argument 
of the proof rests on a detailed analysis of sharing in unification graphs and data-structure 
sharing is central to questions of space and time measures in Computer Science. More 
precisely, in a first step we establish Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.6. They relate the local 
structure of the graph U(C) to the occurrences of variables in E. In turn, the completeness 
proof is constructive and explains how a deduction follows the local geometry of the space 
U(s A tlfird motivation is given by the Type Inference problem. Here the form of the 
input is significant, and we cannot simply ignore say strict equations (cf. the introduction). 
2.3 The  Local Structure of the Unification Graph  
The present subsection analyses the structure of variable sharing in unification graphs. 
In other words, we analyse the local structure of the natural projection G(E) ~ U(E). 
Without loss of generality, we assume that input equations have the form x = M,  i.e. 
equations are in the usual simplified form of unifcation theory. The unification algorithm 
analyzed here is due to Huet. The input is the set of equations The graph U(8) is 
computed incrementally from G(E). An edge is as usual a pair (u,v), here labeled by 
0 or 1, left or right son, u is its source and v its target. But it will be convenient o 
represent an edge e from v to v ~ by a triple e = (b,w,w ~) with b = 0 or 1, w E T~ (3 ]), 
w E v, w t E v ~, i.e. equivalence classes of terms associated to vertices are represented by 
transversal sets. Similarly, we identify vertices with equivalence classes of terms. To each 
non-variable subterm of the right-hand sides in C we associate a unique auxiliary variable 
from a denumerable set 7~, disjoint from Y. In an obvious way, this defines two maps: 
8uc(~1) = f(w2,w3), wl e n ,~,ws  e 7euV, 
8~(~) = ~I (~)  = ~,  ~ e ~, 
~ l (~)  = /(~t(w2),v~l(~3)), ~ e n, ~e(~l )= f (~,w3) .  
By tlfis technical trick, we represent each subterm occurrence by a unique variable. The 
vertex of an 7~-variable w is noted V(w). 
Define V = {{w}lw e ] )U~)  and E = {(0,w,w'), (1 ,w,w") l sue(w)  -- f (w' ,w~') ,w 6
T~, w', w I' 6 ]3 U 7~}. Each vertex fl'om V has a representative, initially its unique variable. 
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Input 
While 
Unification Closure 
/~; V; E; 
-~#0 do 
Select an equation m : wl = w2 6 R with Im maximal; 
:= R-  {m}; 
Then 
I~ ~c(~)  -- f(~3, ~)  and ~c(~)  = f(~s,-~) 
Then R :=RU{ml  :w3=ws,  m2 :~v4= w6}; 
[rnl := lm2 := Irn ~ 1; 
E := E -  {(0, e2,~5),  (1,~2,~6)}; 
:= v (~)  u v (~) ;  
v := (y  - {y(~,~), v (~) ) )  u {~}; 
The representant ~ of V is ~1 if 8UC(~l) is defined, 
~2 otherwise; 
Keplace @I and @2 by ~D in E [] 
The representative of V(w) is noted ~. We define the set of equations .R = {wl = w21wl 6 
V, w2 6 YUT~, wl = val(w2) E s (remind our convention about E above). Each equation 
e in R has a level 4,  initiMly set to 0. The algorithm iteratively computes the graph U($),  
an iteration of the while loop selects an equation and merges the corresponding vertices and 
edges. By taking care of the precedence, the algorithm successively gathers each equation 
in s into the pal"tial graph G = (V~ E). The proofs of termination and correctness of this 
algorithm can be found in Courcelle (1983). We define Vv = V n v (resp. 7~,). A vertex v 
is ]Z-free iff ]2, = (~. A path is a pair p = (v0, 0) ,  v0 a vertex and 0 an occurrence bl . . .  bn 
such that if vi = V(w)  and b~+l = k, 0 < i < n, then suc(~) is defined and vi+l = V(wk) 
where suc(~D) = f (w0,wl) .  The source (resp. target) of p is the vertex v0 (resp. vn). 
The length ]p] of the path is equal to n, its sets of variables are the unions Vp = Uv~ Yvi, 
7~p = U,i ~, i "  Although unification graphs are multigraphs, we shall unambiguously refer 
to a path by its sequence of vertices v0, . . . ,  v~. A cycle c Js a path such that v0 = v~, it 
is fundamental  if in addition we have v~ ~ vj, 0 < i < j < n. For each w in 7~, we define 
the leaf occurrence O(w, c) of val(w) along c as b~.. .  b~. where, if w 6 vi, b} = bi+j and 
the occurrence b~...  b~. is an occurrence of val(w). We also use the notation O(M, c) if 
M = val(w). 
For each cycle c in U(E), V: is non-empty: the cycle c contains at least one vertex with 
a variable w. I fw is not in V, the term val(w)/O(w, c) is a variable fl.om Y and belongs to 
the cycle. This merely restates the fact that a cycle corresponds to a positive occur-check 
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in unification. A root (resp. leaf) is a vertex with indegree (resp. outdegree) O. vA vertex 
v is a predecessor ( esp. ancestor) of a vertex v ~ if there is an edge (resp. path) from v to 
v/, resp. successor (resp. descendant). We also use the notation v/O meaning the target 
of the path (v, O) if well-defined. Let e = (b, 4,  ~') be an edge in U(g). We say that  e is 
incident to tile vertex V(wt). 
By an iteration we mean the execution of the body of the while-loop. When we refer to 
the values of some variable, we understand that this value is defined by the first occurrence 
of the variable encountered in this execution. Variables will be superscripted by iterations. 
Especially, the graph at ith iteration is defined by G i = (V i, E ~) and G o is the term dag 
representation G($) of g. The equations ml (m2) possibly created will be refered to as the 
left (right) equation created at iteration i. Notice that the representant ~D of w may change 
according to the iterations, ttowever, due to the context, the notat ion is non-ambiguous. 
Let N denote the number  of iterations. The level li of the ith iteration is the level of 
the equation selected by this iteration, with lAr = 0. To an iteration i < N we associate 
the first iteration j > i such that  I i _< l~, this iteration is noted i +. Especially, a 0 level 
iteration i selects an equation from g, and i + is the first iteration following i that  selects 
another equation from g, or the N th iteration. 
We need some technical results relating the local structure of the graph u(g) to the 
occurrences of variables in the equations g. Let us start with some immediate observations. 
. If v E V i possesses two successors, a left one v / and a right one v", then there exists 
w E Tt~, w' E v', w" E v" such that suc(w) = f(w',w"); 
* If sac(w) = f (wl ,  w2), sac(w/) = f(w3, W4) and VlV(w) = VN(w'), there are two 
equations m, m / in No such that w (resp. w ~) occurs in the rlght-hand side of m 
(resp. m~). Let i be the first level 0 iteration such that rn, m r do not belong to Ei, 
then Vi(w) = Vi(w'), V~(wr) = V~(w3) and Vr = Vi(w4). 
. Let v be a vertex of G i, then 7~, U ]2~ ~ ~. Let v ~ be the vertex of G j, j > i, such 
that v C v I, the inclusion is proper iff v has been merged with some vertex between 
iterations i and j .  
. Let v be a vertex of G i such that wl 7 ~ w2 are in v. There exists an iteration j < i 
that selects an equation w = w' with vJ(w) = V/(~B1) and VJ(wO = VJ(w2) and 
Yi(wl) # YJ(w2). Assume that suc(wl) = f(w3, w4) and suc(w2) = f(ws, w6), then 
I 
either (i) Yi(w3) = Vi(ws) or (ii) there exists w~ E V(w3) and ws E V(ws) such 
that w$ = w~ belongs to Ei,  with positive level (resp. for w4 and w~). 
, If the equation m : wl = w2 is created at iteration j and selected at iteration i, then 
any equation created at iteration k, j < k < i, is selected at some iteration I with 
k < 1 < i. Conversely, an equation selected at iteration l, j < l < i, is created at 
some iteration k with j < k < 1. 
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Figure 3: Creation and Selection of an equation. 
Def in i t ion  2.1 Let G = (V,E) be a graph and v be in V. The graph G ~ v below v 
defined by (Vv,Ev) where V~ is the set of vertices v ~ such that there exists a path with 
source v and target v ~, and Ev is the set of edges whose both source and target are 
in V,. The graph G T v = (V~,E ") above v is defined by V ~ = (V - Vv) tA {v} and 
~ = {( i ,~ ,~' )  e E I v (~) ,v(w' )  e v~}. 
The two edges ei = (bi, wi,w~) E E ji, i = 1,2, are congruent, noted el ~- e2, iffbl = b2 
and the source and target of one edge are respectively included in the source and target 
of the other edge. 
Every edge in E i+1 possesses a congruent edge in E i. Congruent edges are identified in 
U(s The following observation will be useful throughout. Between a level 0 iteration i 
and the level 0 iteration i + the algorithm at least merges an "equation" from 8 to G i (the 
leafs of the term dag associated to the right-hand side of the equation can be the root of 
an already computed subgraph). The graph G 1 V~(w~-) "starts" at its root Vi(w2) with 
the term dag val(w~). The non-leaf vertices of the tree are TO-singletons, the internal ones 
possess a unique predecessor, and, if w~ E TO, the vertex Vi(w2) is a root (remind our 
convention on C at the beginning of this subsection). We first establish two easy lemmas 
relating vertices of an equation that has been created at some iteration and the vertices 
of this equation at the iteration that selects it. 
Lemma 2.1 Assume that the equation m : w~ = w~ is created at iteration j and selected 
at it~r~t~o, i then V~(~) possesses V'(~{) = V~(~{) a~ p~edecessor. 
Proof. Cf. Fig. 4. I f i  = j+ l  or if the edge el = (b, ~ ,  ~)  is not deleted between iterations 
j and i, this is immediate. Otherwise, if the edge el is deleted at iteration l, j < l < i, there 
exist w that occurs in suc(g)~), w' in suc(~) ,  such that ml : w = w' is created at iteration 
l, v ' (~)  = y%' )  and V l (~)  = VI(~).  We have VZ+l(w~l) = y*+l (~)  = yZ+l(~) and 
e2 = (b, ~ ,  ~) E E t+l. The equation ml is selected strictly before iteration i. Also, there 
exists an iteration k, l < k _< i, such that the edge e3 = (b, ~ ,  ~i) e E k is incident to 
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le, 
2 
Figure 4: Deletion of edge el in Lemma 2.1. 
k 
Vk(w~) = Vk(w ') = Vk(w). That is el ~ e2 -- e3. In turn, if tlfis last edge is not deleted 
we get the result. Otherwise the same reasoning applies und some edge en = (b,~, ~I) ,  
congruent to el, is incident to V~(w~). [3 
Coro l la ry  2.2 Assume that the equation m : w~ = w~ is created at iteration j and 
selected at iteration i, then the vertex Vi+l(w~) = V~+l(w~) possesses as predecessor the 
vertex = 
Lemma 2.3 Assume that the equation m : w~ = w~ is created at iteration j, selected at 
iteration i, and that VJ(w{) possesses a unique incident edge, t1~en VJ(w{) = V~(w~). 
Proof. The edge (b, @~, z~) is deleted at iteration j ,  and is by hypothesis the only edge 
incident to VJ(wi2). If i -- j + 1, the result is true. Otherwise, at iteration j + 1, the 
other equation created at iteration j is selected. Assume that Vi(w{) # V~(w{) and let 
k, j < k < i, be the first iteration such that VJ(w{) # V~(w{). The equation m : w = w' 
selected at iteration k - 1 is such that Vk- l (w)  or Vk- l (w  ') is Vk- l (w{)  = Vi(w~). But 
equation m has been created at iteration I such that j < I < k - 1. Also, at iteration l, 
Vl(w~) is not a root, while vJ(w~) is. This is possible only if Vt(w~) # VJ(w~), which 
contradicts the minimality of k. [] 
Coro l la ry  2.4 Assume that the equation m : w i = w~ is created at iteration j and 
selected at iteration i, then every edge incident to VJ(wi) is congruent o an edge incident 
to V~(w~), l --- 1,2, with the exception of the edge (b, Vi(w~),Vi(w~)) that crea, tes the 
equation m. 
Lemma 2.5 Let v be a root of V N, then Vx, y 6 Y~, 9 =s y. Let v be a non-root vertex 
of VN, then Vx E Y. 3y E Y., 9 =~ y and y occurs by some edge incident to v. 
Proof. Let i be the first iteration such that Vi(x) = V~(y). The equation selected at 
iteration i is of the fo rmx l=  y', x~,y ~ E Y and belongs to s I fx  r ~t or y r y~, say 
~ x ~, we consider the first iteration j, j < i, such that VJ(x) ~- VJ(y) ~nd so on. 
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) 
Figure 5: Graphs of sets $3 and s 
Assume that VO(x) is a root. Consider the first iteration i such that V~+l(x) is non- 
root. The equation selected at iteration i belongs to E. As the vertex merged with Vi(z)  
is non-root, the equation is strict, say x = x ~. In turn, i fV~ ~) is a root, then we consider 
the first iteration j ,  j < i, such that V](x ~) is non-root and so on. [] 
Lemma 2.5 is false of arbitrary iterations of the unification algorithm. However it is 
easily seen to be true at level 0 iterations. This shows that some care is needed in these 
technicalities. Consider the two sets: 
1: x = f (u , , )  f 1: u = f (y , f ( z , t ) )  
2:  x = f(u',  v') I 2: v = f (a ,z )  
$3 3:  y = f(a,b) $4 3: x = f (a ,c)  
4:  y = f(a',b') 4: x = f (b , f (b ,g) )  
5:  x = y 5:  u = v 
If the algorithm selects the equations in this order, then both parts of Lemma 2.5 are 
false at some iteration. The set s invalidates the first proposition at some iteration i by 
a 7~s a' and V~(a) = V~(a) is a root; while for s if the equation x = f(z ,  t) is selected 
before y -- a, the second proposition is false for a and the non-root vertex VJ(a) at some 
iteration j .  
Let e = (b,w,w l) be an edge incident to a vertex v. We say that z E ~v occurs by e 
iff there exists w t' 9 V(w)  Cl Tt such that suc(w 'l) = f(rc, w '1') and b = 0, or suc(w #) = 
f (w  ~", x) and b = 1. Assume that x occurs by e in Y,. An occurrence of x in some non- 
strict right-hand side m : y = C[x] is said to be associated to e iff the edge e is the last 
edge of the path p = (V(y), Oc). A vertex is shared iffit is the target of two distinct edges. 
Notice that if v is shared, x can occur by distinct edges. The next Proposition introduces 
chains of variables, these are sequences of variables that possess multiple occurrences and 
belong to the same vertex. A weak consequence of the second part of this Proposition is 
the unique incident edge property for V-free vertices. The chains are described in Fig. 6, 
they play a central r61e in completeness and in w 
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Figure 6: A Chain between two co-incident edges. 
P ropos i t ion  2.6 Let E be a set of equations, and i be some iteration, then: 
1. For all edges e = (b,w,w') in E i such that Vi(w ') [71; # ~, there exists a variable x 
in this set that occurs by e. 
2. For all vertices v in V i and for all pairs (e,e') of distinct edges in JE i incident to v, 
there exists a sequence of pairs (xj ,yj)  of variables in Iv, ff = 0, . . . .  n - 1~ and a 
sequence of edges (ek ) incident o v, k = 0, 9 n, eo = e, en = et~ such tha~ xj =a Yj, 
xj occurs by ej and yj occurs by ej+l. 
Proof. The two propositions are simultaneously proved by induct ion on the iterations. 
Their truth at iteration 0 is immediate. 
Assume the two propositions true at iterations ff < i + 1. We first p rove  1 at iteration 
i + 1. Let the edge e in E i+1 be such that V~+l(w ~) is not V-free. The  two non-trivial 
cases are: 
i. e ~ (b,w,~51) E E i, Vi(wl) is V-free, Vi(w~) is not ])-free. 
ii. e ~- (b,w, ~5~) e E i, Vi(wi2)is V-free, V~(w~)is not ]2-free. 
. 9 
Let j ,  if it exists, be the iteration that creates the equation m : w I : w~ selected at 
iteration i. 
In case i, the equation m cannot be of level 0, for this implies w~ E l;. Also j > 0. 
We claim that VJ(w~) N V # (3. Otherwise, by 2 true at j by induct ion  hypothesis, this 
vertex possesses a unique incident edge, and by Lemma 2.3, we have  VJ(w~) = V~(w~) 
which is F-free, contradiction, tIence we may apply I to the edge e '  = (b, @~, ~)  e ~7i 
with YJ(w~) n F # O. There exists x in VJ(wi2), w" in Vi(w~) n Td such  that x occurs lit 
suc(w"), according to e'. But VJ(wi), being F-free, has a unique inc ident  edge. Now, by 
Corollary 2.2 the edges e and e ~ are congruent. This proves I for the  edge e at iteration 
i+1.  
We prove that case ii is self-contl:adictory. The equation m camnot  be of level 0. 
Otherwise, it woitld be strict as Vi(wi2) is not a root9 But this str ictness implies that this 
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vertex is not ])-free. Thus equation m has been created at some iteration j > 0. The 
vertex VJ(wi~) is ]?-free. Hence by 2 and Lemma 2.3, VJ(wi2) .= Vi(wi2). Hence no iteration 
between j and i modifies the vertex VJ(w~). Consequently the edge (b, w, ~)  E E ~ also 
belongs to EJ, perhaps with w replaced by some w ~' such that VJ(w ~) C_ V~(w). Thus, 
VJ(w~) possesses two distinct incident edges. By induction hypothesis 2, this vertex is 
not ])-free, which is again a contradiction. 
We prove 2 at iteration i + 1. Let v E V ~+1 and the two distinct incident edges el and 
e2 be in E i+1. We consider the single non-trivial case: 
= e Z and 4 = e E ' ,4  
If the equation m : w~ = w~ is of level 0, it is strict as Vi(w~) is not a root. We apply i to 
the edges e~ and e~, this gives us by induction hypothesis x and y in )2 that occur by e~ 
and e~ respectively. By Lemma 2.5, true at level 0 iterations, applied to the two non ]?-free 
vertices V~(w{), Vi(w~), and to the ]?-variables w{, w~, we get xl =s w{ and Yl =8 w~, 
where xl occurs by some edge e~' and Yl by some edge e~'. Hence xl =s Yl By induction 
I! ! hypothesis applied to the pairs of edges (e~, e~') and (e2, e2), we have two sequences of 
edges and pairs of variables according to 2. They can be appended by xl =~ Yl and give 
the result for iteration i + 1. 
Otherwise the equation m is not of level 0 and is created at iteration j. We know that 
all edges incident o Vi(w~) are also incident o Vi(w]), l = 1, 2, by Corollary 2.4 with the 
usual proviso. 
If both e~ and e~. are such edges, we apply the induction hypothesis at iteration j to 
the two vertices VJ(w~) and VJ(w~), with respectively tile pairs of edges (e~,e3), e3 = 
(b,-J - '  = w~, w2). The sequences thus obtained give the sequence for 
iteration i + l, by Corollary 2.2 and the congruences e~ _'~ (b, w 1 - j , w 1 -~) and e4 ~ (b, Wl,Wl) , -j -i 
true a t i+ l .  
Otherwise, by Lemma 2.3, the vertex VJ(w~) possesses at least two incident edges 
e3 = (b ,~,  ~)  and e4. Applying 2 to the pair of edges (e~, e4) at iteration j gives us a 
V~rw i sequence s2. By Corollary 2.4, the edge e4 is congruent to and edge e~ incident o ~ ~). 
Applying 2 at iteration i to the pair (e~, e~) gives a sequence s2. Let k, j __< k < i, be the 
first iteration such that e~ is incident o Vk(w~). We have two cases: 
, e~ is incident oV~-l(w~ -1) # Vt~-l(w~) = Vk-l(w~-l). By Lemma 2.1, Vk-l(w~ -1) 
possesses at least one incident edge es. We apply 2 at iteration k to the pair (e~, e5), 
this gives us a sequence s3. We iterate the construction with es, either incident o 
VJ(w~) or not. This gives a list of sequences sj, j = 3, . . . .  n, with s~ the sequence 
for a pair of edges (d,d') such that d' (b, - j  -i E j = wl,wl) E and d ~ e~ "~ el. The 
concatenation of the sequences s3... snsls2 is the required sequence. 
9 e[ is incident to Yk-~(w k-~) # v~-i(w~ -~) = V~-~(w~). We have two subcases. 
Firstly, e~ _ (b, - j  -~ w~,w~), then sis2 is the required sequence. Secondly, we consider 
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the first iteration l, k < 1 < i, such that the edge e6 = (b ,~ i ,~)  is incident to 
Vl(w~). This iteration is well-defined by Lemma 2.1. Applying 2 to the pair (e~, es) 
gives a sequence s3. The required sequence is s351s2. [] 
2.4 Completez~ess 
Turning to the cycles in a unification graph, the above results hed some light on their local 
structure. However, we do not yet know how the cycle is constructed from the equations 
in S. Considering the graph U(8) as our model, the answer to this question is provided 
by a deduction in the equational logic LE .  Also we establish (constructive) completeness 
results. Before, we precise the relationship between the two graphs U(C) and S(~) with 
respect o unifiability. Both Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.6 fail for the graph S(8)  (cf. 
the set C = {x = f ( z , t ) ,  y = f ( z ,  t), u = f (x ,  w), v = f (y ,  w)}). However, only this last 
graph has logical meaning, as is clear from the Completeness Theorem below. Also, in 
evaluating the obstruction to unifi~bility, we have to justify the restriction to U(8). 
Lemma 2.7 The graph S(8) is acyclic iff the graph U(s is acycllc. 
Proof. The Lemma is immediate from the construction of S(s from U(C). Consider the 
merging of two vertices when computing 8(s from U(E). This operation is local and if 
the resulting raph is cyclic, so is the initial graph.K] 
For completeness, in a first step, under the hypotheses C, an equational deduction 7) J-LEo 
M = N will be associated to each pair of distinct subterms M and N of C in a vertex of 
U(s Afterwards, to any path p will be associated a set of deductions 7) ~-LEo x = C[y], 
C[_] a non-triviai context, x E ])p, OC = O(C[y],p). The set of hypotheses of 7) is 
noted A(7)). The path completeness for the restricted system LEo will be proved via the 
following system, equivalent to LEo (they define the same class of theorems): 
M = N M = x x = N x = M y = C[x] 
N = M ~ M = N 8u y= C[M] 
f (M I ,N~) - -  f (M2,N2)  f(M1, N1) =/(M2, N~) 
sl sT 
M1 = M2 N1 = N2 
The following derived rules will be useful: 
x= f (M1,N1)  x= f (M2,N2)  z= f (M I ,Nz)  x= f (M2,N2)  
dI dr -~L = M2 N1 = N2 
Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.5, although proved for sets of equations in simplified form 
x = M, are valid for general equations by rules (81) and (~r). We first establish soundess 
alld completeness of this system for equations holding between terms in vertices. With 
the notations of w 
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Lemma 2.8 Let  wl  ~ w~ be two variables in ~ U 7Z, then 19 F'LEo val(wl)  = val(w2),  
wllere 79 is (su)-free, i f fV (w l )  = V(w2) in U(A(/))) .  
Proof. The proof of adequation is straightforward by structural induction on deductions. 
The proof of completeness i by induction on the cardinality of $ = A(7:)). With a 
single equation m : x = M, the only non-singleton vertex is V(x) ,  the deduction reduces 
to an hypothesis. Assume the lemma true for $, we add an equation m : x = M. 
If a: does not occur in U($), there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, in V(z)  we have 
79 l-LEo va l (wl )  = val(w2) for all pairs of distinct variables Wl and w2 by induction 
hypothesis. Especially, D l-LEo val(wl)  = x, which gives the deduction 7)': 
19 
val(wa) = x x = M 
t va l (wl)  = M 
and :D" FLEo M = vaI(wl)  with an instance of the symmetry rule. If M E ~' or if the 
vertex V(x)  is not predecessor, there is nothing more to prove. 
Otherwise, M = f(_~fl,lY/2) and V(~:) has two successors. We construct new deduc- 
tions, say for the left successor v and the term ~dl. 
If P,  ~ ~, by Proposition 2.6 there exists w E 7"6 fq ]3(x) and y E Pv such that 
suc(w) = f (y ,  w') for some w ~. By induction hypothesis there exists a deduction 79 I-LEo 
X = f (y ,va I (w ' ) ) .  We h~ve a deduction 79': 
19 
x = f (y ,va l (w ' ) )  x = f (M1,M2)  
dl y= M1 
Now, for all w ~1 in v, we have deductions for the equations val(w I~) = M1 and M1 = 
val(w~), with 79t transitivity and symmetry. 
Otherwise, Vv is empty. By Proposition 2.6, the vertex v possesses a unique incident 
edge. Consequently, for all wl in v, wl is in % and there exists w0 in 7Zfq Y~(x) such that 
sac(w0) = f (w l ,  w2) for some w2. We apply the rule (sI) as above. 
In turn, if v is not predecessor r if M1 E V, there is nothing more to prove. Otherwise 
the same construction is carried on. [] 
Next, we are interested in path deductions: for p = (V(x) ,  O) such that both its source 
and target are not P-free, these are deductions of the form D l-LEo X ~- C[y] with Or = O. 
The substitution rule allows us to combine deductions given by Lemma 2.8. 
Lenama 2.9 Let p = vo, . . . , vn be a path such that Pv~ = @ for 0 < i < n = [ph Pro ~ 
and Vv, ~ @. For ~11 m 6 Y,o and for all y 6 Yr . ,  there exist a variable w 6 7Zvo, a 
deduct ion  eLEo 9 = wi th  = C[y], OC = and loc i  = 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6 there exists wl in 7s and y in Yr, such that 8ue(wz) = 
f (y ,  w') or suc(wl) = f (w ' ,  y). By the unique incident edge property for V-free vertices, 
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there exists w in Vo such that val(w) = C[y], Oc = O(p, w). The conclusion follows from 
Lemma 2.8. [] 
The next Proposition is the origin of the results of w Its proof is constructive and suggests 
the existence of ~ normal form theorem. 
P ropos i t ion  2.10 Let p -- (vo, O) = re , . . . ,  vn be a path suc1~ that both ]2~ o a.nd ]2,~ 
are non-empty, n = [p[, then for all w E ~o and for all y E ~,  there exists a deduction 
23 F-LEo z = C[y] with Oc = O. Conversely, for a11 deductions 2) ~-LEo X : C[y], there 
exists a path from V(x)  to V(y)  in U(A(2))). 
Proof. The deduction is built bottom up by recursive applications of Proposition 2.6, 
Lemmas 2.5 and 2.8. Let e be the last edge of the path p, incident to vn. As ]%, ~ ~, 
there exists a variable y' that occurs in vn by e. Let 2) 1 t-L~0 Yl = Y and z = C[y ~] be 
some (non-strict) equation associated to the occurrence of yl by e. We have three cases 
according to the relative positions of the paths p and p~ = (V(z) ,  Oc): 
1. p~ is a proper suffix path of p. We iterate the construction with z and the proper 
prefix path vo , . . . ,  V(z)  of p. 
2. p is a suffix path of p'. There exists a deduction D 2 t-LEo x = C~[y '] where x = C'[y I] 
is a subterm occurrence of C[yl]. 
3. The paths diverge at vertex vk, 0 < k < n. This vertex is shared and by Proposition 
2.6 there exists some variable z / that occurs in vk by the edge of p incident to vk. 
We have a deduction D 3 ~LEo Zl = Cn[Y '] for Cn[y '] & subterm occurrence of C[y~]. 
We iterate the construction with z I and the proper prefix path v0,. 9 9 v~ of p. 
The second case is the halting configuration which is eventually reached. Collecting the 
snbdeductions along the recursive calls, the inference tree has the following form: 
"2~m- 1 
9 = 
S'U, 
8"U 
D1 ~o 
x = Co01C2[x3]  
x = Co . . .  
= = Co . . .  C,-,,[y] 
where each deduction 2)i, i = 0, . . .  ,m-  1, is (su)-free and auxiliary (its conclusion is the 
non-principal premiss of the introduction r~le (su)). [] 
This corollary allows us to restrict ourselves to deductiol~s of the form specified in its 
proof. This (informal) normal form resnll; for LEo will be strengthened for the system 
LF,. 
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Coro l la ry  2.11 For each cycle c in U(s and each variable x in Vc, ~here exists a de- 
duction of a cyclic equation l) ~-~Eo X = C[x] with lOci = [c[, Oc = O(c,C[x]), and 
conversely. 
We have established the existence of a deduction 1)c ~-LEo ~ -~ C[:g] associated to a cycle 
c. For practical computations, we record the usefulness of a system LEI for the type 
inference problem (cl w 
Proposition 2.12 The following inference system LEt is sound and complete for path 
deductions in U(s provided that equations in E are in simplified form x -- M:  
x=y x=y y=M x=C1[v] ~=C2[M]  CI[_]~C~[_] x=M y=C[~]  
S y =----~ t x = M d y = M su y = C[M] 
Proof. Soundness is immediate. Completeness i  an exercice on rewriting systems. [] 
Completeness for LE now follows directly from path completeness of LEo. 
Theorem 2.13 ~-~EM=Ni / f  [=~M=N.  
Proof. As usual soundness follows from an easy induction on deductions. Completeness: 
if ~ term M has a morphism into S(s then it is easily seen that 2YI can be mapped into 
U(g) as well. This follows from the fact that if M is mapped into a graph G', contraction 
of G by identification of two vertices with the same ordered successor% then M is also 
mapped into G. In turn, this is a consequence of the fact that G(M) is a term dug, hence 
every internal vertex of G(M) is unshared and has a unique incident edge. So that we 
have locally: if the morphism r : G(M) ~ G' possesses the edges e, e ~ with common 
source in its range, then at most one edge among those incident to the common source of 
e, e ~ in G'  is (locally) in the range of r Consequently, the projection p : G --* G ~ locally 
splits. This gives the desired morphism r : G(M) --* G with p o r = r 
Also, given ]=~ M = N,  we have at least two morphims r : G(M) -~ U(g) ~nd 
r : G(N) ---, U(g), possibly with distinct roots Vu(M) 7 ~ Vu(N). In the vertex Vet(M), 
path completeness of/52:o gives a deduction 1)o ~-eLE o val(w[) = val(wl), with the nota- 
tions of w Each maximal occurrence 0 of M A M0, where Mo =-- val(w~), such that 
M/O ~ Mo/O, gives some deduction ~-~Eo val(w2) = Mo/O, which, associated to 1)0 
by the left introduction of LE, gives 1)1 t- M1 = val(wl) (notice the possibility that  the 
proper term of this introduction is non-variable). And so on with M A M1 until we get 
79 ~ M = val(wl). Similarly, we have 7)' t- val(w2) = N for some ~-variable in Vu(N)'s 
root. I f  Vu(M) = Vu(N), there is nothing more to prove. Otherwise, we consider a min- 
imal sequence of vertices merging, which computes fi'om U(g) a quotient graph G with 
projection p :  U(s --* G such that the roots of p(r and p(r are identi- 
fied. This sequence, being minimal, defines a term O with two distinct morphisms r and 
r  in U(s such that r  and r  ~b'(G(O)) and ~b(G(N)), have equal roots. 
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As above, we have .~ ~-LE val(w3) ---- 0, with V(w3) = V(wl), and .~! ~-LE 0 .~- V•/(?/74), 
with V(w4) = V(wu), By LEo path completeness, we have ~ ~- val(wi) = val(w3) and 
~ ~- val(w4) = val(w2). We conclude by collecting under transitivity the deductions :D, 
~', ~, 7 ,  ? /and ~'.  [] 
Notice that the necessity, in the above proof~ of the third term O, gives an informal expla- 
nation of the complexity of the normal forms in LE (cf. w with respect o those in LEo. 
Also, the proof establishes the decidability of LE. Tlfis does not contradict the undecid- 
ability of equational logic. Rather, remember that everything, including substitutions and 
instances of reflexivity, is explicited in the hypotheses of deductions in LE. Here are easy 
counter-examples to other "completeness" attempts: with x = f(u,  v) and y = f(u,  v), we 
have ~'~E x = y but not I=~ x = y; with a = f ( f (u ,v) ,y)  alld a = f (z , f ( rn ,  n)), we have 
F-~E a = f(x, y) and I=~7 a = f(x, y), but not F-~E o a = f(X, y). 
3 A Geometr i c  Interpretat ion and Normal i za t ion  
3.1 The Homotopy Algebra 
In this part, we work exclusively on the term dug G($) associated to a set of equations 
$. In our framework, computation means getting some (connectedness) properties of the 
space S(6), by working on the data space G($), which is the presentation of S($). In other 
words, the previous ection was concerned with the truth of equations, by analysis of the 
graph S(g). The present and following sections are devoted to the study of the process 
by which the truth-value in S($) of some equation is established by the sole knowledge of 
the graph G(g). 
To a set of equations g we associate an algebra A(E), which is a non-commutative 
non-distributive version of the group ring (over the integers) of the fundamental group 
of the graph G(E), Whitehead (1978). The algebra A(g) possesses a binary product, 
associative with unit 1; and a binary sum. It is freely generated by a f[lfite set ~ in one- 
one correspondence with the (oriented) edges of G(E). We denote by s(a) (resp. t(a)) 
the vertex source (resp. target) of the generator a. This algebra is naturally endowed 
with a unary inverse operation, satisfying (A-l) -1 = A, (A + B) -1 = A -1 + B -1 and 
(A.B) -1 = B-1.A -1, Intuitively, expressions in A(E) will denote the flow or current of 
information i  G(E), modelizing deductions in LE under the hypotheses g, or terms built 
from E, or nothing at all. The product is the concatenation f paths, the sum is the parallel 
traveling of paths. Taking inverses corresponds to reversing the flow of information, via 
the symmetry rule (naturally, instances of the reflexivity axiom define an equation of g). A 
last word on the relation between g and A(g). Terms in g represent functions in extension, 
as usual in the set-theoretic approach to mathematics. Expressions in A($) correspond to 
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the complementary, intensionaJ, view of functions, relevant o Computer Science. Terms 
denote the result of a computation (in unification a substitution), expressions are closer 
to the computation. 
The definition of members of A(E) that denote proofs or terms needs some partial op- 
erations defined on this algebra. Lower case letters denote generators of A(E), upper case 
letters denote arbitrary expressions. If the term M occurs in s we define the expression 
l(M) (resp. r (M))  by: 
9 l(x) = r(x) = 1, if z is a variable; 
9 l ( f (M,N))  -- I(M).a -1 + I(N).b -1, 
"l'(f( M, g))  = a.r(M) + b.r(M), 
if a (resp. b) is the edge from V( f (M,N) )  to V(M) (resp. V(N)) in G(E). 
The expression l(M) (resp. r (M))  denotes the bottom-up (J_ - T) trip from the leaves of 
M to its root (resp. top-down, -V - J_, from root to leaves). The connection A]B of two 
expressions A and B is defined as follows (think connection of a plug with a socket): 
9 (d.a)Kb.B) = A.(a.b).B; 
9 (d.(dl + d2))[((Bi + B2).B) = A.((AI[B1) + (A2[B2)).B. 
If some expression A denotes a i - 7- trip or construction of the term M, we want the 
subexpression Al to  of A that denote the J_ - T trip or construction of the subterm of 
M defined by some occurrence 0 of M. Complementarily, we need a subexpression A\zO 
of A which is a mult ipath that constructs the path from the root of M to this subterm 
occurrence (resp. -7 - J., A/rO and A\,.O). 
9 A / te  = A; 
9 (a.A1 q- A2).A/tO = (A1 + a.A2).A/tl = 1; 
9 ((Ax + A2).A3 + A4).A/IO0 = (A4 + (A1 H- A2).A3).A/llO = (A1 + A2)/zO; 
9 a \ z r  = 1; 
9 (a.A1 + A2).A\tO = (A1 + a.A2).Akzl = a.A1.A; 
9 ((At + A2).A3 H- A4).A\tO0 = (A4 + (A1 q- A2).A3).A\IIO = ((A1 + A~.)\zO).A3.A. 
We now define the semantics f~(D) of some deduction :D. We associate a triple of expres- 
sions to a deduction. The semantics is given next page, where in the first row, e is the 
generator of the edge from V(M) to V(N) in G(s in the fourth and fifth rows, the con- 
texts D2 [-] and D1 [-] are defined by the identities ]~2 - D2[L2/IOc] and R1 -- D1 [R1 ~tOol, 
with 0c  ~ e (i.e. the introductions are true introductions, not mere transitivity rules); 
finally in last row the occurrence O is the common occurrence of the holes of the contexts 
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C[_] and D[_]. The central expression of each triple records the computation done in order 
to establish the equality of the two terms described by the left and right expressions. 
DEDUCTION SEMANTICS  
M=N 
M=N 
SN=M 
M=N N=O 
T M=O 
M = N C[N]  = O 
I L  C[M] = O 
M = C[~]  N = O 
zR M = c[o] 
C[M] = DIN] 
E M=N 
(z(M), ~, ~(N)) 
(L,E,n) 
(_~-1, E - l ,  L- l )  
(L1,.E1,RI) (L2, E2, -R2) 
(Z~, Zx .()~ IL2).E2, R~) 
(L1, E~,R~) (L2,E:,.R2) 
( D2[ L1.EI.( RII( L2/tO c ) ) ], E2, R2) 
(LI, E~, R~) (~, E,,.~:) 
(LI, El, DI[((R1/,Oc)IL2).E2.R2]) 
(L,S,a) 
(L/tO, (LbO).Z.(RUO), R/~O) 
Let us see an example. 
f(a,b) = f ( f (u , f (a ,b)) ,v) ,  we build the deduction T): 
f ( / (x ,y ) , z )  = f(a,b) f(a,b) = f ( f (u, f (a,b)) ,v)  
T f ( f (x ,y ) , z )  = f( f (u, f (a,b)) ,v)  
E 
Given $5 with two equations f ( f (x ,y ) , z )  = f(a,b) and 
f(x, y) = f(u, f(a, b)) 
f ( f (x ,y ) , z )  = f(a,b) 
S f(a,b) = f ( f (x ,y ) , z )  
f (x,  y) = f(u, f ( f (x ,  y), z)) 
The three $s-graphs are given in Fig. 7. The semantics i  easily computed, notice its 
concision as opposed to the redundancies of79: 
~(7)) = (a -1 + b -1 , c-l(~(df -1 + eg-1)/3h , (i + j(kd -1 + le-1)a-l(c(a + b) + m))). 
The reader is urged to consider how some usual notions of proof theory receive here 
their natural expression and to play with these definitions. The elimination E effectively 
eliminates ome information and is the unique rule to do so. The left (right) introduction 
modifies only the left (right) part of the semantical triple. 
Def in i t ion 3.1 A proof is sequentiM iff all equality components of its subdeductlons 
semantics are sum-free. 
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a .  h , 
Figure 7: The three graphs G(Es), U(Es) and S(s 
In w we will analyze some subexpressions of sequential deductions interpretations. 
3.2 Normal izat ion 
This semantics allows us to find a normalization procedure: two equational deductions are 
identified iff they have the same semantics. This normalization process is defined by the 
following rewriting system. We partition the rules according to specific groups. It should 
be already clear that some of these groups will break the left right symmetry: substitution 
is a parallel operation, while L.E is sequential. 
The symmetry group lifts the symmetry rule up to hypotheses. This rule is idempotent 
and commutes with the remaining rules, which gives five rewriting rules. This group, call 
it Sym, is obviously Church-Rosser and well-founded, and triviMly interacts with the 
remaining rules in the rewriting theory sense. The identity group Ide, by rules (6), (7) 
and (8) below, breaks the left-right symmetry. All its contexts are non-trivial. The other 
groups are left-right symmetrical. The sequential group Seq contains four rules. The 
parallel group Par asserts the identity of two proofs that perform successive unnested 
or independant introductions. Remind that in the notation C[_, _], the left hole is the 
leftmost one. The elimination rn]e comes on stage with the cut-elimination group Cut. 
In z'ule (17), De[.) is non-trivial, as well as CD[_] in rule (18), C[_] in rule (19), D[_] in 
rule (20). A phenomenon similar to the short-circuits already noticed by Girard in linear 
logic, Girard (1987), appears in some deductions that forget what they had previously 
done: some subdeductions are disconnected from the conclusion. Also, the cancellative 
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Can group takes care of stupid deductions. 
M=N 
S - -  
N=M 
M=N M=N 
T M=N N=O 
M=O 
S O=M 
s N=O M=N 
T ~=N s~='---E 
O=M 
Sym 
M=N C[N]=O 
IL 
C[~=O 
s o=C[M] IL 
G[N]=O M=N 
S - -  S 
O=G[.N] N=M 
O=C[M] 
M=C[N] N=O 
IR  M=C'[O] 
S' 
G[O]=M 
N=O M=C[N"j 
s o----J-E s C[Nl=-------Q 
===# IR 
C[O]=M 
Ide 
CCA4]=D[N] C[MI=D[N] 
E M=N S D[N]=C[A~ 
N=M ~ E .... N=M 
C[N]=D[O] o=P 
~R 
M=N O[N]=D[P] 
IL 
OEMI=D[P] 
N=O O=P 
T 
M=N N=P 
T 
M=P 
M=G[N] N=O 
IR M=C[O] 
T 
M=P 
c[o]=P 
M=N C'[N]=O 
IL 
C[M]=O 
T 
C[M]=P 
O----P 
M=N 
N=C[O] O=P 
IR 
N=c[P] 
M=O[P] 
M=N C[N]=D[O] 
IL 
C[M]=D[O] O=P 
C[MI=D[P] 
M=N N=O 
T 
M=O O=P 
M=P 
N=o c[o]=P 
~L M=O[N] C[NI=P 
M=P 
==~ IL  
C[N]=O O=P 
T 
M=N C[N1=P 
C[M]=P 
T 
IR 
M=N N=C[O] 
M=C[O] O=P 
M=C[P] 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(~) 
(8) 
(9) 
(lo) 
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Seq 
Par 
Cut 
IL 
M=N 
C[N]=O D[O]=P 
IL 
DG[N]=P 
IR 
DC[MI=P 
M=C[N] N=D[O] 
IR 
M=CD[OI O=P 
IL 
M=C D[ P] 
M=C[NI 
N=O DC[O]=P 
IL DC[N]=P 
IR 
D[~=P 
M=CD[g] N=o 
m M=CD[O] D[O]=P 
Ilt 
IR 
M=C[P] 
M=C[N~,N~] N2=02 
M=C[N~ ,Od ]V~=O~ 
M=C[O~ ,o~] 
M2=N2 
IL 
M~=NI C[N~,Nd=O 
IL 
O[M1,N2]--O 
C[MI ,M~]=O 
U[M]=N D[N]=EF[O] 
IL 
DC[M]=EF[O] 
E 
M=O 
I L  
IL 
M=N G[N]=O 
C[M]=O D[O]=P 
DC[M]=P 
M=C[N] 
IR"'  
N=D[O] O=P 
IR 
N=D[P] 
(Ii) 
IR 
IL 
M=CD[P] (12) 
M=C[N] N=O 
M=C[O] DC[O]=P 
D[M]=P (13) 
N=O D[O]=P 
IL 
M=CD[N] D[N]=P 
A4r=o[P] (14) 
M=G[N~ ,N2] NI =01 
IR 
I~I=C[01 ,N2] N2=02 
M=C[OI,02] (15) 
M2=N2 C[N~,N=]=O 
IL 
MI=N1 G[N~ ,M2]=O 
IL 
C[M, ,M21=O (16) 
D[N]=EF[O] 
E 
C[M]=N N=F[O] 
T ' " c[~=F[o] 
E 
M=O (17) 
E CD[M]--E[N] N=F[O] 
IR T 
CD[M]=EF[O] 
E , ==~ E 
M=O 
M=N CD[N]=E[O] 
IL 
'3D[M]=E[O] 
E ~ IL 
D[MI=O 
C D[MI=E[N] 
D[M]=N N=F[O} 
D[M]=F[O] 
IPI=O 
CD[N]=E[O] 
M=N E ~[N]=O 
D[M]=O 
G[MI=DE[N] 
M=S[N] N=O 
G[M]=DE[N] N=O 
II~ C[M]=DE[Oi' E 
E ~ IR M=E[O] 
(18) 
(19) 
M=E[O] (20) 
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Can 
M=N G[N,O]~-D[P] 
IL 
Ci M,O]= DiP] C[ IV, O ]= D[P] 
E O=P ~ E O=P 
C[M]=D[N,O] N=P 
zR C[M]=D[P,O] C[~=DEN, O] 
E "' =:~ E 
M=O M=O 
M=N G[O,N]=.D[P] 
IL 
C[O,M]=D[P] C[O,N]=D[P] 
E ~ E - 
O=P O=P 
C[MJ=D[O,N] N=P 
IR ..... C[M]=D[o,P] c[M]=D[O,N] 
E -' ~ E 
k4=O M=O 
(21) 
(22) 
(2a) 
(24) 
These twenty-four rules define five complete rewriting systems: 
REs  = Sym U Ide U feq, RE1 = Ide U Seq U Cut, REp = Sym U Ide U feq U _Par, 
REc=SyrnUIdeUSeqUCut ,  REu=SymUIdeUSeqUParUCutUCan.  
Theorem 3.1 The rewriting systems REs, RE1, REp, REc and t~Eu are strongly nor- 
mMizing and Clmrch-Rosser. 
Proof. The proof of local confluence is a mechanical critical pair computation. Strong 
Nol"malization is established by a lexicographic ordering. First, the number of introduction 
rules either is constant or decreases under one rewriting step by any rule. This eliminates 
rules (17), (18), (21) through (24). Next, the sum over introduction rules of the number 
of (T) or (E) rules under an introduction either is constant or decreases. This eliminates 
rules (9), (10), (19) and (20). Next, we sum over introduction rules the length of the 
hole occurrence. This eliminates rules (11) through (14). Next, we count the number 
of (IL)-rules, thus eliminating rule (8). Rule (6) is ruled out by counting the number of 
(IL)-rnles immediately below (IR)-rules. The termination of the remaining rules (7), (15) 
and (16) is trivial. [] 
Practical computations show that there exists only one another finite rewriting system for 
LE,  which is obtained by reversing the orientation of the first three rules of the identity 
group (the orientation of the Par group is unessential). EspeciMly, any orientation of rules 
(6) or (7), and (8) other than these two ones gives non confluent critical pairs. The system 
REp defines a normalization procedure for (ato~rdc) equational logic. Naturally, we are 
interested in deductions in normal form with respect o REG. As examples of proofs that 
could be identified in a truth-valued semantics but with distinct geometrical semantics, 
we have the following pair, quite characteristic: 
E f(~' t) = f(~, v) 
f (x ,  y) = f(z,  t) z = u f(z ,  t) = f(u, v) 
IR  f (x,  V) = f(u,t)  E ~ = v 
I.R f (x ,y)  = f(u,v)  
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f (x ,  y) = f ( z , t )  f ( z , t )  = f(u,  v) 
T f (x ,  y) = f (u,  v) 
A detailed analysis of the rules gives a description of the normal forms: 
i. they are cut-free. 
2. No (IR)-rule is right antecedent of an (/L)-rule. 
3. If an (IL)-rule (resp. IR) with occurrence O1 is right (resp. left) antecedent of 
another (IL)-rule (resp. IR)  with occurrence 02, then O1 is the rightmost (resp. 
leftmost) occurrence of 01, 02. 
4. If some introduction is antecedent of some (T)-rule, it is an (///)-rule, which is left 
antecedent of this (T)-rule. 
5. No (T)-rule is right antecedent of another (T)-rule. 
Finally, a deduction in normal fo rm does not possess hort-circuits9 A typical normal form 
is given below, where we allow for simplicity multiple premisses for binary rules. Let T 
be the following deduction: 
Z~. . .  E1D[M-M-] = -~,,[Q~.] ~,~ 7~' 
~rt~ n E ~-- 9 9 ---- F ,  r f~n- -1  E,~-I"" E1D['M-] = Q~,, Q~. Q'~m.-1 " Q~ .-ll.W.~._,] 
T 
T 
E~-I EID[M-~ F ~n--1 
9 9 , ~ ~%--1%t~mn_ l  
zlm[~-~] = -FI[QI~ ] 
E D[M---] = Qk, 
71 
ml 
Q~, = Q~,-1 "'" QI = C[N~ 
D [M1, . . . ,  Me] = C[N--'] 
A normal form is typically: 
iP~ 191 T 
-P~ = M1 .. 9 P, = Mt D[M1, . . .  ,~/It] = C[N] 
IL  
D[P1, . . .  ,Re] = C[N1, . . .  ,N~] 
IR 
E1 EL 
NI=O1 ... Nk=O~ 
D[&, . . .  = C[O,, . . .  ,Ok] 
On subdeductions, we have tile following restrictions: 7)i and s i = 1 . . . .  ,l, j = 1 , .  9  k, 
are deductions in normal form; 5rq p, p = 1 , . . . ,  n, q = 1 , . . . ,  mp, are deductions in nor- 
mal form whose last inference rule is not a (T)-rule nor an (I/~)-rule. Especially, we get 
the usual property of normal forms in sequent calculi: the introductions follow the elim- 
inations. These normal forms also possess an important property, expressed in terms of 
directions of computations: intuitively, in computing a deduction, subdeductions corre- 
sponding to principal premisses hould be computed first. Now, the normal forms just 
formalize this simple idea that in the semantics of a deduction, the equality component 
should be computed first. 
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Theorem 3.2 The rewriting systems RE  are conservative with respect o the geometrical 
semantics: ~3 =REu ~31 implies fl(?D) = ~(TY). 
Proof. Immediate by induction on deductions. The detailed proof requires the following 
property, easy consequence of the definition of the connection operation (cfi the semantics 
of both sides of rule (13)), provided that E ~ 1, which is always the case on the semantics 
of rules: Zl l (Z2 .Z . ( /h IR2) )  = ((L~IL2).E.I~I)[t~= [] 
As an immediate application, Definition 3.1 is coherent with rewriting. 
3.30perationality 
Now, we restrict o sequential fixed-point deductions and explain their operational content 
via their geometrical interpretation. The correct setting for expressing this operationality 
is the theory of functional equations (see Andrews (1971), Statman (1986)). This analysis 
is applied to Type Inference for system F. Essentially, we get necessary conditions for 
a typing scheme of some pure A-term to give a correct typing of this term in system 
F. Also, we assume in this section knowledge of typed lambda calculi. Our version of 
the simply typed A-calculus has one base type, the kind Type. We abbreviate the type 
Type -~ .. .  --+ Type, with n + 1 instances of Type by Type n --~ Type. The constant of 
the calculus are a binary infix constant ~ of type Type --+ Type ~ Type, and Church's 
quantifiers IIn of type (Type s --+ Type) --+ Type. The normal form of term M is denoted 
by M $. Sequences of terms will be conveniently denoted by surligning meta-variables. 
The rank of a simple type is defined by rank(Type) = 0 and rank(7-1 --+ . . .  --+ vn --+ 
Type) = max(rank(vi) )  + 1. We are given three disjoint sets of variables T, X and B. 
Variables in T or X are of rank zero or one, variables in B are of rank zero. Unless 
specified, A-terms are in/?q-long normal form, q-expansions and )~-bindings being done 
via B-variables. For Type Inference, the intuition is as follows: 7"-variables represent 
subterm types, X-variables the type extractions and B-variables the type stratifications, 
in Girard's terminology, Girard (1972). See below for a more usual interpretation i  terms 
of predicate calculi. 
If 2) F-~E 1 x = C[z] is a sequential fixed-point deduction, with f/(7)) = (L,E,_~), 
we consider the sum-free xpression ~) = L.E.( I~\rOc) of A(s which corresponds to a 
cycle in G($) (not a cycle in the sense of w edges can be traversed in their opposite 
direction). These deductions and their interpretation have a Question/l~esponse structure, 
which also corresponds to positive/negative occurrences in first-order predicate calculus or 
to the left/right signatures in first-order sequent calculus, Gallier (1986), Girard (1988). 
H the sequential expression 7) is "drawn" on a proof, we see an alternation of upwards and 
downwards moves (cf. Fig. 8). Moving upwards can be interpreted as a question, moving 
downwards as a response. We have inversion of Q/It on hypotheses, and when identifying 
the two occurrences of the proper variable of a binary rule. This allows the definition of 
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Figure 8: Traveling an inference rule 
posit ive/negative or left/right occurrences of variables along a deduction, l~emember that 
each edge of the graph G(s corresponds to a unique term occurrence in s 
Def in i t ion  3.2 Let  :D F~LE1 x = C[x] be a sequential fixed-point deduction and ~ = C'[a], 
a e GuG -1. 
9 I f s (a )  = V(y ) ,  y 6 ]2(g), we say that the pa/r (a, Oc,) is a left or positive occurrence 
of  y in 1~, and that y is a marked variable o f  9  
9 I f  t(a) = V(y ) ,  y 6 %;(g), we say that the pair (a, Oc,)  is a right or negative 
occurrence o f  y in 7), and that y is a marked variable of 1). 
Notice the possibility that some variable occurrence in E, i.e. some generator a 6 G such 
that s(a) = Y(y)  or ~(a) = Y(y), y 6 Y(Z), possesses everal positive and/or negative 
occurrences in a deduction. Some immediate properties: The left-hand side occurrence of 
x in a fixed-point sequential deduction 7:) }-~E~ x = C[x] is positive, the right-hand side 
occurrence of x is negative. The number of positive occurrences i equal to the number of 
negative occurrences. For each binary inference rule of 7), one of the two occurrences of 
its proper variable is positive, the other one negative. The intuition behind this definition 
is the usual meaning of Positivity and Negativity in predicate calculi: positive occurrences 
contribute to the "strength" of the left-hand side of the conclusion of the deduction 9,  
negative ones to the strength of the right-hand side occurrence of x in the same conclusion. 
We explai~ how all the above material applies to second-order unification, firstly on 
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an example. Consider the following set of equations with associated eduction 93: 
x-  = f (x+,  y) z),t) 
x = f (x ,y )  d 
$~ x+ = f ( f (x , z ) , t )  --- f (x - , z )  
The set C($6) contains, among other deductions, the hypotheses (each hypothes~s de- 
fines an elementary cyclic set) and the derivation :D3, expressed in/~E1, with displayed 
positivity. Consider now some associated higher-order equations: 
1. X (A)= f ( I I (X ) ,y ) ,  X (B)= f ( f ( I I (X ) , z ) , t ) ,  
2. X (A)  = f( I I (X),  y), X(A)  = f ( f ( I I (X ) ,  z), t), 
3. X = Ay . f (X(A) ,y ) ,  X = At . f ( f ( I I (X) ,z ) , t ) ,  
4. X -- Aa. f (X(a) ,y) ,  X(A)  = f ( f ( I I (X ) ,  z),t). 
The reader can check that all sets, except 2., protect he deduction :D3, but that only the 
first set protects imultaneously all elements of C($s). We now formalize these ideas. 
Def in i t ion 3.3 A set $ of higher-order equations between terms of the simply typed 
A-calculus over some set of constants is aImost first-order iff: 
1. the set of free variables ors is included in TU X, (of rank zero or one); 
2. the set of bound variables o rs  is included in I3, (of null rank); 
3. a term is simple iff it is a pure applicative term of type Type built on ~Y-variables 
and B-variables; arguments of T-variables are simple terms; 
4. a term is atomic iff it is purely applicative of type Type witll head variable a T-  
variable; a term is compound iff it is 
9 atomic; 
9 or is a A-closure of a compound term; 
9 or is of the form C1 ~ C2, C1,C2 compound terms of type Type; 
9 or is of the form Fin(C), C a compound term of type Type ~ --* Type; 
5. members of equations in s are compound terms of the same type. 
The alert reader will have recognized in this calculus a subsystem of intuitionist first-order 
predicate calculus (i.e. without negation, conjunction or disjunction), where T-variables 
are predicate letters, simple terms are "terms" in this logic, i.e. X-variables correspond to 
function letters, and finally compound terms denote formulae. We are trying to solve such 
equations, that is we want explicit expressions defining both the "predicate letters" in T 
and the "function symbols" in X. This is done classically with higher-order unification. 
We now give a necessary condition for such a set of equations $ to have solutions, via 
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fixed-point equations deducible from $. To this end, we lift our logical system LE  to 
a second-order equational system LE2, thus defining unit resolution, Andrews (1971), 
l~obinson (1965), Gallier (1986), for this intuitionistic alculus. 
Def in i t ion  3.4 The system LE2 over compound terms is: 
RM=M 
M = N C[N] = 0 
LE2 .[L C[M] = 0 
M=N 
A (MX).L= (NX)  ~. 
M=N M=N N=O 
SN= M T M=O 
C[M] :D[N]  C[_]-~D[_] M=C[N]  N:O 
E TR M = N M = C[O] 
M=N 
A )`a.M = Aa.N 
where X is a simple term, a some B-variable, and all proper terms of binary inferences 
are atomic. 
The reader wiU easily check that this definition is sound, i.e. if the premisses are com- 
pound terms, so is the conclusion. A unit resolution step corresponds to two sequences of 
applications (rule A), whose conclusions are the premisses of some binary rule, followed by 
some sequence of abstractions (rule h). The intuition is as in first-order predicate calculus: 
we unify the arguments of some T-predicate letter, then send the most general unifier as 
arguments to ),-terms. After the binary rule, we abstract he new variables introduced by 
unification in order to get the most general conclusion (cs above for some examples). We 
are now in position to state our necessary condition: 
Def in i t ion  3.5 Let X and Y be two sequences of simple terms of the same length. We 
say that ~ dominates Y, X >> Y,  iff there exists an index i such that, X~ and 1~ being 
the i th elements o f -X  and 7 respectively: 
9 Xi  is not a bound B-variable while ~ is and ~ occurs in the arguments of Xi,  
9 or X~ = X(-U), Y~ = Y(V---) and either X is distinct from Y in X,  or ~ >> V.  
Some (fixed-point) equation deducible from $ in LE2 is protected iff it has the form: 
) ,~.~(~) -- C[~(Y)], with ~ Y. 
The intuition behind this definition is that when ~ and the adequate X-variables are 
projectors, defined by the dominance relation, the equation becomes A~'.X(~) -- C[Y(V-)], 
with X gl Y, or A~.X(~') = C[t3], f le  B, which are no longer fixed-point equations. 
Theorem 3.3 Let s be some almost first-order set of equations. I f  some fixed-point 
equation deducible from s in LE2 is non-protected, then s has no solution. 
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Proof. A simple argument shows that if some non-protected cyclic equation is derivable 
from a set of higher-order equations, then this set has no solution at all. In a first case, an 
equation of the form ~.X(~)  = )~.C[a~], where C[-] ~ [-] and the bound B-variable (~ 
does not occur in the arguments ~, does not possess any solution. In a second case, this 
is also true of equations of the form ~.~(X(U---) = ~.C[~(X(U---)], C[_] non-triviaL [] 
Hence protecting as fixed-point equations at 2nd-order is a necessary condition for the 
existence of solutions. Theorem 3.3 states that local obstructions must be resolved under 
lifting. A theory of global resolution is beyond the scope of the present paper. The 
reader may play with the above examples and see how the geometrical interpretation of
deductions gives their operational semantics by handling communication via resolution: 
= y) 
h X(A)  = f (X(A) ,  y) X(A)  = f(f(K(,~a.X(a)),  z), t) 
d ........ X(A)  = f(H()~a.X(a)), z) 
Here, the arguments of the proper variable X of the inference have been unified, A being 
a constant and a a variable. Notice that the set 1. protects the deduction :D3 by un- 
unifiability of the arguments A and B (two distinct constants) of the proper variable X 
of the inference, l~etnrning to the example of the introduction and applying our crite- 
rion, M = (Ax.xx) (Axy.xyx), we can now reject the structures, where X and Y(a)  are 
2rid-order types and a a type variable: 
(~xr (A~.~x~("),y~ (~x~.xx) (A~.~xc(~176 
and accept ile following ones: 
(~x~.(xX)x) (A~.~z ~(~ ye(~).((xy)r(~))x), 
(~x ~ .(~X)~) (A~.~ r , yo(,).((x y(~))y)~). 
We conclude this section with a word on C(s The ususal notion of stripping associates 
to each deduction in LE2 a deduction in LE, via stripping on compound terms: 
9 Strip(~('-~)) = r ~ E T,  r E ]); Strip(~.C) = Strip(C); 
9 Strip(C1 ~ C2) = Strip(C1) =~ Strip(C2); Strip(H,~(C)) = Strip(C). 
Thus it is necessary to protect all deductions in C($) when they are lifted to second-order. 
This idea motivated the present paper. Naturally, for a )~-term, stripping just gives its 
first-order inference set of equations. The justification of the restriction to sequential 
deductions i clear from the two examples given at the end of w protecting a sequential 
deduction is a stronger equirement than protecting a parallel one. Finally, the reader 
can check that the parallelism of the sum is synchronous (or additive in the terminology 
of Girard). If we drop the restriction on LE~ that proper terms are atomic, we obtain 
a non-unit resolution, allowing the lifting of non-sequential first-order deductions in LE. 
Operationality means here that we have to synchronize several atomic unifications. 
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4 Separation of Cycles in Unification Graphs 
4.1 Definitions 
We establish that a set of equations, non-unifiable in a minimal sense, contains exactly 
one positive occur-check. This gives first insights about some "generators" of the set of 
fixed-points deductions. Here and in w we work exclusively in the unification graph 
U($) of a set $. We establish the existence of "subgraphs" U(E) for E G $ that separate 
the cycles in U(E). We use the notations of w especially the notations relative to its 
unification algorithm. 
Def in i t ion  4.1 The set E'  is a one-step linearization of a set E of equations iff E '  is 
obtained from E by renaming some occurrence of a variable that occurs at least twice 
in E. The set E '  is a linearization of E iff there is a non-void sequence of one-step 
linearizations from E to E (  An elernentary cyclic set E is a set of equations uch that: 
1. U(E)  contains at least one cycle, 
2. the graph U(E') is a dug for every llnearization E' of E, 
3. the graph U(E') is a dug for every proper subset E' orE.  
A variable x E ~ is needed if[ x possesses at least two disthlct occurrences in E. A 
variabIe x 6 1) is cyclic iff ~c is needed and V(x)  belongs to some cycle. A variable w E 7s 
is needed iff val(w) contains at least one occurrence of a needed Y-variabIe. A vertex v is 
needed iff it contains at least one needed ]3-variable. 
If U(E)  is a dug, so is U(E') for E '  a linearization ofE .  Linearization stepwise removes 
the cycles. Let $ be a unification problem. As the powerset of s is finite and there is a 
finite number of possible 1/nearizations from a given set, the effectiveness of the base of 
elementary cyclic sets follows. 
4.2 The  Unification Graph  of an Elementary Cyclic Set 
Contrari ly to the results of the previous ection, the following theorem is fairly insensitive 
to strict equations. Without loss of generality we may assume that the input E does not 
contain such equations. The proof proceeds as follows: when the graph has no roots, the 
result is trivial. Otherwise, we first isolate an equation not embedded in the cycle and 
associate to it a path that will create a cycle. Then by the results of the previous ection, 
this path is easily shown to be unique. About the technicalities of the proof, remind our 
constructive option through the paper. 
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Theorem 4.1 Let E be an elementary cyclic set of equations, then U(E) contains a 
unique cycle. Let c be the cycle of U(E), then each vertex of c contains a unique needed 
T6-variable (unique needed non-variable subterm occurrence of E ). 
Proof. We consider two cases: either U(E) contains ome root or it does not. In the latter 
case, we establish that each equation in E possesses exactly one needed occnrrence in its 
(non-strict) right-hand side. We select a non ))-free vertex v0. By Leman 2.5, there exists 
some variable x0 in v0 that occurs in some non-strict right-hand side of an equation e0. 
Let vl be the vertex of the left-hand side Zl of this equation. As we do not have strict 
equations, by the same Lemma the variable xl occurs in some non-strict right-hand side 
of equation el, and so on. The number of equations being finite, let j, n he the smallest 
integers o that ej ---- ej+n. This subsequence defines a cycle. By definition of E, each 
equation occurs exactly once in this subsequence and each left-hand side has exactly two 
occurrences: one as left-hand side of ei and one in the right-hand side of ei+l. No other 
variable occurs twice in E, and this cycle is obviously the only one in U(E). 
In the former case, for any cycle, there exists some cyclic vertex that possesses at least 
two incident edges. Such vertices are non F-free by Proposition 2.6. There exists at least 
one such vertex v such that some ]?-variable y E v occurs by an edge not belonging to any 
cycle. To see this, let v be some root. The set E being elementary, there exists at least 
one path from v to some cyclic vertex. Let p = v , . . . ,  v' be such a path, minimal in the 
sense that for no subpath pt = v, . . . ,  v" of p we have v" cyclic. Then v ~ is shared and is 
the required vertex. Let y be a cyclic variable in this vertex, so that y occurs by an edge 
not belonging to the cycle. This occurrence belongs to the right-hand side of an equation 
e : x = C[y]. We may further assume that y possesses at least two distinct occurrences 
by Proposition 2.6. Without loss of generality we assume that the equation e has a single 
variable occurrence in its right-hand side whose variable possesses multiple occurrences, 
namely y. If not so the equation e can be replaced by two equations without altering 
the graphs of the set E. The resulting set is still elementary cyclic. Such an equation 
will be said linearized. By definition of an elementary cyclic set, both graphs U(E - {e}) 
and U(E ~) are dags, where E'  is obtained from E by linearizing the occurrence Oc. We 
assume that the equation e is the last level 0 equation to be selected, say at iteration n. 
Finally, concerning the existence of cycles in the graphs, we note that the graph G s+l 
is cyclic while all G j are dags for j __< i iff there exists some path VS(wi) , . . . ,  Vi(w~2) or 
VS(a~),. . . ,  Vi(w~). In order to complete the proof, we need four technical lemmas on the 
existence of paths in the graphs U s. Intuitively, under our choice of the equation x = C[y], 
the cycle will be created while merging two vertices, one in G '~ .[ V'~(x), the other in the 
term dug of C[y]. Our intuition also tells us that this path already exists in G n. In order 
to formalize this, we need to pull some paths in G j back to G/, i < j. 
Leman 4.2 Let i < j < i + be three iterations. There ex/sts ~wo paths 
= I s = 1 2, = z = 1 2. 
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Proof. By induction on n = j - i. If n = 1 the equation selected at iteration j has been 
created at iteration i. The two paths are defined by the function 8ucc. 
Assume the lemma true for m < n - 1. Let w~ = w~ be the equation selected at 
iteration j such that j - i = n. This equation has been created at some iteration k0 with 
i <__ ko < j. Without loss of generality we assume that this equation is the left one. By 
induction hypothesis, we have two paths p~ ending in V~(wk~ l = 1, 2. At iteration k0 
these two vertices possess successors. If each vertex V~(w~ a/so possesses a left successor 
that include the variable w[, the result is immediate. Otherwise, one of these vertices, say 
Vi(w~ ~ does not possess w{ in its (possibly non-existent) left successor. Let kl, kl < k0, 
be the first iteration such that w{ is in the left successor of Vka+l(wk~ We apply the 
induction hypothesis to iteration k~ and consider the path ending in the vertex Vi(w~ ~), 
included in the vertex Vk'(w)~), l -~ 1 or 2, that does not contain ~0 but possesses two 
successors, the left one containing w~. If V' (w)  ~) possesses a left successor containing 
w{, we get the result. Otherwise we iterate the construction by considering the first 
iteration k2, k2 < kl, such that Vk2+l(w~) contains w{ in its left successor. This halts as 
i <_ . . .< k~ <ko < j. [] 
Lemma 4.3 Let i < j < i + be three iterations. I f  there exists a path pj = VJ (w~), . . . ,  
VJ(w),  k = 1 or 2, there exists a path pl = V i (w[) , . . . ,  Vi(w), l = 1 or 2. 
Proof. By Lamina 4.2 there exists a path pl Vi(w[), . .  V~rw j~ = ", ~ k / , l  = 1 or 2. If there 
V~rw j~ .. Vi(w),  we take p~ to be the concatenation of pl and exists a path P2 "- ~ k J," , 
P2. Otherwise, let k0, i < k0 < j be the first iteration so that there exists a path 
Vk~ Vk~ By Lemma 4.2, there exists a path pl -- V i (w i ) , . . . ,  Vi(w~),  
rn = 1 or 2, together with a path Vk~176 I f  there exists a path P2 = 
Vi (w~)  . . . .  , Vi(w), we take p~ to be the concatenation ofPl and p2. Otherwise we iterate 
the construction by considering the first iteration kl, kl < k0, such that there exists a 
path from vk~+l(w~) to Vk~+l(w). This halts as i < -.. < kl < k0 < j.  [] 
The next lemma establishes the existence of the path mentionned before Theorem 4.1. 
Lemma 4.4 Let e : z = C[y] be as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, then there exists an 
occurrence O, prefix of Oc, and a path p = vo,...~ v~ in G ~, n the iteratfon that selects 
e, with vo = V~(w) /O  and V'o = V~(z ) /O ,  or v0 = V~(z) /O and V'o = V~(w)/O,  where 
w 6 ?Z is associated to the (non-strict) right-hand si e ore. 
Proof. Assume the lemma false. The equation e being llnearized, the term dug representing 
val(w) is a tree, where Vn(y) is the only leaf that can possess uccessors belonging to G n. 
At iterations following the n ta one, we assume that equations not along Oc in the tree 
G n $ V'~(w) are first selected. By hypothesis, VN(y) is cyclic, while G n is a dag. If the 
vertex Vn(x) /Oc  is undefined, or if one of the vertices Vn(x) /Oc  and Vn(y) = Vn(w) /Oc  
does not possess uccessors, then G/v is still acyclic. This is so as 1) the occurrence of y 
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Figure 9: Sequence of equations and chains on a path. 
in e is needed in the elementary cyclic set E, 2) the lemma is assumed to be false and 3) 
e is linearized. 
Hence, let i be the iteration that selects w~ = w~ such that i > n and no equation 
selected at iteration k, n < k < i, satisfies Yk(w~) = Vk(w ') and Vk(w~) = Vk(y), 
w' some variable in Vn(x)/O5 ,. We have Vi(w~) = Vi(w ') and Vr = V{(y). By 
our assumption, Gi+l is acyclic. Also, let j ,  i < j < i + = N be the first iteration so 
that VJ+~(y) is cyclic. There exists a path p between the vertices of ~v~ and w~, e.g. 
p = VJ(w~),... ,VJ(w~), such that VJ(y) e p (otherwise, by minimality of E, VN(y) 
would not be cyclic). By Lemma 4.3 we have a path p{ = V{(w[),... ,Vi(y). Necessarily 
w i = w~ as G { is aeyclic. As equation e is linearized, p{ belongs to G '~, contradiction. [] 
Lemma 4.5 Let 0 be the smallest occurrence satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.4, 
then there exists a unique path from Vo to v~. 
Proof. First of all, notice that there does not exist a path from v~ to v0 as G" is acyclic. 
Further, notice that there does not exist a path from V~(y) to Vn(x) as V~C(x) is a root. 
Consequently, ]O I > 0. Let pl be a path from vo to v~. By O's minimality, the edge of Pl 
incident to v~ is distinct froin the edge incident to v~ along either the path Vn(x),.. .  ,v~ 
or Vn(w),..., v~ i.e. along Oc. Otherwise, we have a path between the predecessors ofvo 
and v~ along Oc, which contradicts O's minimality. Therefore, v~ possesses two distinct 
incident edges and is non 13-free by Proposition 2.6. Let P2 be another path from vo to 
v~. Let v be the first vertex above v~ so that the path pa = v , . . . ,  v~ is the maximal suffix 
path common to both pl and/02. Then v possesses two distinct incident edges el and e2, 
el E Pl, e2 E P2. Let xo E Vv~ that occurs by the common path P3. Let e0 : Y0 =- Co[x0] 
be an associated equation, i.e. an equation such that the edge incident to VO(xo) in the 
term dug of Ce[xo] is congruent o the last edge of P3. We have two cases: either the 
path V~(yo),...,V"(xo) along Oco includes P3 or it does not. In the second case, by 
Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.5, true at level 0 iterations, we have a sequence of multiple 
occurring variables tarting with yo and ending with a variable xl that occurs by fla. Hence 
this second case ends up in the first one after a sequence of multiple occurring variables 
along P3, cf. Fig. 9. 
The last equation so constructed y~ = Cm[xm] defines a path Vn(y ,~) , . . . ,V" (x~)  
either (i) including one of el or e2 or (ii) V~(y~) = v or (iii) v possesses three incident 
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edges, the third one e3 being associated to the path Vn(ym) .. . .  , V'~(x~) defined by the 
last equation. In any case, one variable occurrence, occurring either by el or e2, can be 
linearized without destroying one of the two paths Pl or P2. The resulting set is still cyclic 
as one path,  say PI, always exists in G n. 
In both cases we get a contradiction with E an elementary cyclic set. Hence there 
exists a unique path from Vo to v~. [] 
We conclude the proof of Theorem 4.1. By the previous Lemmas, there exists an occur- 
rence O such that we have a unique path between Vn(x)/O and Vn(w)/O, say from v0 
to v~. The two graphs G ~ s v0 and G n J. v$ are trees. Otherwise they are dags such that 
at least one vertex, distinct from both vo and v~, has multiple predecessors. Linearizing 
one variable in this vertex does not modify the unique path between v0 and v~, contradic- 
tion. The same observation implies that the trees are disjoint. Therefore U(E) contains a 
unique cycle as the iteration that merges v0 and v~ creates one cycle, and afterwards two 
disjoint trees are merged. This does not create any new cycle. 
The second part of the Theorem follows from the unicity of the path p = v0,. . .  ,v~. 
We first build a chain of needed variables as follows. As v~ is shared, we may choose some 
needed ]/-variable x0 that occurs in v~ by the last edge e0 of p by Proposition 2.6. There 
exists an equation e ~ : y0 = C0[xo] such that the last edge of the path P0 = (V(yo), Oc0) 
is e0. Let V1 be the source of the maxima/ common suffix path of p and P0. Either 
V(yo) = V1 or not, in this latter case ~ is shared. In both cases V1 contains at least one 
needed variable and we can iterate the process with (yl ,xl)  by Proposition 2.6, first part. 
This stops as soon as Vn is above v0. The sequence selects for each vertex in p a single 
needed 7~-varlable. The sequence (Yi, Z~) so constructed is rigid in the sense that there 
exists a chain as in Proposition 2.6 that links Y~-I to xi. 
Assume that some vertex in p contains two distinct needed 7~-variables wl and w2. One 
of them, say wt, is not captured by the above sequence. Then the needed occurrence of 
some ]?-variable in val(wl) is necessarily the occurrence of a variable z such that V(z) E p 
by the unicity of the cycle in G N. Linearizing this occurrence of z preserves the sequence 
(y~, xi) hence the unique path p, and finally the resulting graph is cyclic, contradiction. [] 
Hence we have established that every unification problem contains a finite basis of elemen- 
tary cyclic sets. The unicity property established in the second part of the theorem will be 
essential in the last section. The proof of Theorem 4.1 gives some hints on a proof-search 
procedure for a given path. Such a procedure will build a sequence of equations and chains 
as in Fig. 9, and will direct its search according to the needed 7~-variables. This intuition 
lies behind the algorithm of w 
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5 Sequent ia l i ty  o f  E lementary  Cyc l i c  Sets  
5.1 Variable Occurrences in Minimal Deductions 
We now address the problem of effectively finding an equational deduction of an equation 
x = C[x] given an elementary cyclic set E so that its cycle is equal to (V(x) ,  Oc).  From 
now on, all deductions are assumed to be in normal form. And we use exclusively the 
system LE1. Also the normal forms are those described in the proof of Proposition 2.10. 
We introduce a new notion of minimality, based on the number of inference rules in a proof, 
not counting the number of symmetry rules. Also, minimal means that this number is 
minimum among deductions of some path or cycle. That is we a]low the comparison of 
two deductions 79 1- x = C[x] and 7)' F- y = C'[y] provided that the two paths (V(z),  Oc) 
and (V(y), Ore) define the cycle of an elementary cyclic set. As opposed to the previous 
reductions that were local, we need here to have a more global and a more semantical 
analysis of the deductions. Also, the results are more intricate than those of the previous 
section. We first establish that in such a minimal deduction, all marked variables are 
needed and the auxiliary deductions do not eliminate cyclic variables. Next, we prove 
unicity properties for chains in vertices of the graph U(E): we have already proved their 
existence in Proposition 2.6, given two co-incident edges. For an elementary cyclic set, we 
have stronger unicity results. These two results imply the correctness of a deterministlc 
algorithm finding a minimal deduction. In turn the existence of this algorithm proves 
that,  up to permutation relative to the cycle, there exists a minimum deduction. We use 
the notations of w All deductions are expressed in the system LE1 of Proposition 2.12. 
We first establish that a minimal deduction does not involve unneeded variables. The 
left-hand side of the conclusion of a cyclic inference is its main variable. Remind that 
the variables that are elilrdnated by substitutions are its proper variables. Building on 
example ~2, for the elementary cyclic set E7 below, the following deduction 7)3, while in 
normal form, is surely not the more direct one from a semantical point of view. Hence the 
fol]owing Lemmas have a stronger content han those in the previous sections, relatively 
straightforward. 
~ = f(y,~,) 
E7 z = f ( / (u ,  r), ~) 
x = f ( f (v , t ) , f (v ,w) )  
where 7)1 and 792 are the following deductions: 
x= f (y ,u )  x= f ( f (v , s ) , f (v ,w) )  
d 
d y = f (v ,  ~) 
D1 D2 
7)3 'o = ~ u = y (v ,  w)  
t v = f (v ,  w) 
x= f (y , z )  x= f ( f (u , r ) , s )  
d 
y = f (~, r )  
x= f (y ,u )  x= f ( f (u , t ) , r )  
~t = r 
V~i t  
x = f ( f (u , t ) , r )  x = f ( f (v , s ) , f (v ,w) )  
d r = f (v ,w)  
t 
u = f (v ,  w) 
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Natura/ly, the marked occurrences of y and r in :03 are not really needed. The present 
section formalizes this idea for elementary cyclic sets. 
P ropos i t ion  5.1 Let :D be a minimM cyclic deduction from an elementary cyclic set E. 
All marked variables of ~) are needed variables of E. 
Proof. Firstly, any left-hand side is marked in :D. Otherwise, some equation is redundant, 
which contradicts E an elementary cyclic set. Secondly, we will prove that if the variable 
x ~s proper for some inference rule in / )  and the two occurrences of x in the premisses are 
equal occurrences in some right-hand side of E, then I9 is not minimal. This establishes 
the result but for the main variable of :D (the same question for left-hand sides is trivial). 
This in turn follows by the same technique. These claims are proved in the three following 
(technical) lemmas. [] 
The intuitive idea underlying these lemmas is that if the two occurrences of the proper 
variable of an inference rule are equal, then we can have a deduction of the conclusion 
of this inference that does not proceed from these occurrences. For an example, keep 
i~l mind the deduction/33 for ET. P~ecall that C[_] < D[_] for contexts means that Oc 
is a prefix of OD and that when a deduction is in normal form, if some right-hand side 
occurrence in ~n hypothesis e is eliminated, it must be extracted from this right-hand side 
by a subdeduction whose rightmost hypothesis is e, and whose rightmost branch consists 
of (d)-rules. 
Lemma 5.2 Let 7) and s be the two following deductions: 
~)2 
zl = c~[z2] 
d 
~Dk 
Zk- -1  ----" C~[z~:] 
~1 ~)0 
zo = C~[Zl] zo = C l  . . .CA[ t ]  
d z~ = C~... C~[t] 
z2 = C3... Ck[t] 
zk-~ = ck  [t] 
& 
d 
y l=S 
such tllat the two equations Yo = D1 ... Dl[s] and zo = C1 " .  Ck[t] are the same hypothesis 
(up to strict equality of the left-hand sides). Assume that D1 .." Dz <_ C1.. .  Ck. There 
exists a deduction 79 A $ F Yt = C3[zl], wl2ere i is defined by C1""  C~-I < D1 .. .  Dt <_ 
zk=t  
$1 Co 
$2 Yo = D~[yl] Yo = DI ' "D I [S]  
yl = o~[y2] d vl  = 02 . . -0 , [8 ]  
d 
y2 = D3. . .  DI[8] 
yz-1 = Dz[s] 
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C] . . .  Ci and C~ = C]C 3 by e l . . .  Ci- iC~ ,.~ D1. . .  Dr. Further this deduction does not 
contain 7)o nor go as subdeductions. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that yo -~ z0 and that both "Do and go are 
hypotheses (in the general case we have an hypothesis x = D1. ' .  Dl[s] = C I . . .  Ck[t] and 
:Do, go decompose in (t)-dednctions zo = x and Yo = x, completed by ~his hypothesis). 
The  proof is by induction on I. 
For l = 1, we have D I  = E l ' "  E~ with Ej ~0 C~, j = 1 , . . . ,  i - 1 and C~ = C~C 3 with 
C 2 ,,~ E~. We build the deduction: 
T~I gl 
~1 = c~[~]  d ~1 = Z~...E~[v~] 
d 
z2 = E3 . . .  Ei[yl] 
79i-1 
zi-2 = CLl[Zi-1]  zi-2 = E'i-1Ei[yl] Di 
d 
z~_~ = E~[w]  z~_~ = C~C~[zd 
d 
= C [zd 
Assuming the lemma true for l -  1, let i be such that C1 .. .  Ci-1 <_ D1 ".. Dr-1 < C1 9 .. Ci. 
By induction hypothesis, we have C~ = C2C~ and a deduction D' F Yi-~ = C~[zi] without 
using Do nor s There exists j such that C1- . 'C j -1  < D1. . .  Dl <_ C1 ""  Cj. We have 
2 3 D~ = E0""Z j - i  with Eo ~ C 3, Ek ~ Cli+k, k = 1 . . . .  j - i -  1, and C i = CjC~ with 
C 2 ~ Ej_i. We build the deduction: 
7)' s 
Yt-1 = C3[zi] Yl-1 = Eo ' "  Ej-i[yl] 
d 
z~ = E2 "" Ej-i[yt] 
79j-1 
1 
zj_2 = Cj_ l [Zj_ l ]  z j -2  = E j - i - lE j _ i [y l ]  79j 
g 2 3 zj-1 = Ej-~[yt] zj-1 = Cj Cj [zj] 
y, = 
The reader may check that the presence of (@deductions merely complicates the above 
argument.  [] 
Lemma 5.3 Let E be an elementary cyclic set. Assume that in some cyclic deduction 
79, a rule eliminates the variable ~ and that the two occurrences ofx in the premisses are 
eqnM occurrences in some right-hand side of E. Then the deduction 79 is not minimM 
among cyclic deductions for E. 
Proof. Given such a deduction, we reduce it according to the kind of the elilnin~ting 
rule. In each case we have two left (d)-branches, defining two subdeductions 79 and E as 
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in Lemma 5.2. Also, we use this Lemma to get a deduction ~ A s F Yz = C~[zj]. 
notation of this Lemma are intensively used in the proof below. 
Case o f  (d)-rule. Without loss of generality the deduction is: 
Z) 791 8 s 
~k = z l [~]  zk = E2E3[y] yl = z~[~]  ~ = E~EsZ~[t] 
d . . . . . . . .  d 
d y = E?[t] 
The 
We have the following equivalences of contexts, as both tgl[x] and E4[x] come from the 
same hypothesis by assumption (with the notations of Lemma 5.2): 
D1. ."  DIE4 = C1 "'" CkE1 .  
But D I ' "Dt  = C I ' "C j - IC ] ,  C~2C~3 = Cj,  hence E4 ~ Es ~ C2C j+ l . . .CkE1 .  With 
abuse of notations with respect o contexts (we assume that E4 ~ C3Cj+I ' '"  CkE1) ,  we 
build the deduction: 
~_~ = C~[~k] 
791 d 
z~ = E2Ea[y] 
d 
Vj+l  ~Jz = C~[~j] yt = EhE~E~[t] 
zj = C~+l[Zj+l ] d zj = C~+1"'" CkEIE6E7[t]  
zj+ ~ = C j+ 2 . . . Ck Z l  E~ZT[ t] 
zk-1 = CkE1E~ET[t] 
zk = E1EsET[t] 
y = ZT[t] 
Notice that this deduction is strictly smaller than the original one. 
Case of  (t)-rule.  Without loss of generality we have the configuration: 
:D1 D $ $1 
Hzk= E2[Y] zk= El[x] dY l= E4[x] Yz= E3[t] 
y=x x=t  
t y=t  
We have ~A $ F- Yl C3[zj] and E3 3 9 ' E = "~ C jC j+ I  "Ck  1. With the same abuse of notations 
as above, we build: 
d 
7?k 
.k-1 = C1.[~k] 
z~ = E2 [y] 
d 
zj . . . .  CkE~ It] 
zk-~ = C'kE~ [t] 
y=t  
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Case o f  (eu)-rule.  We have four subcases. First, 
V l)1 
zk = E l [ z ]  ,k = z=[t] c 
d 
x = t yl = E4[x]  
yl = E~[t]  
With 9 A s ~- Yl = C~[zj] and E4 "~ C]Cj+I .. .  CkE2, we build: 
"D k 
l)j+1 l) A g 
zj Yt 
8U 3 1 y, = c, Cj+l[Zj+1] 
3 1 
~,~ = c~ c J+ ~ . . . c,h&1,-< 
CaC 1 1 yl = ~ ;+ l " "c f [zk ]  
"D 1 
zk= Z2[t] su 
8"tt c 3"1 . . .  c~E~[t] Yl = j'--']+l 
Notice that  the conclusion is not preserved. But we only 1reed the existence of a smaller 
deductiou i/) [- yl = C[t] with C ~ E,i. That the new deduction is sm~ller is immediate. 
Second, 
$ & 
yt = E4M yl = E3[,] v 
d 
x = t zz  = E l [ z ]  
8~t 
zk =/~l [ t ]  
With D A s ~- Yl C][zj] and E3 a = ,,~ Cf Cj+I .. .  C~E1, we build 
d 
D A ~' gl 
v~'+l yt = c][,~.] yt = za[t]  
~ = cJ+1[~+1] d ~J = Cj+I.. .GEI[t] 
z~+l  = Cj+2... CkE1[t] 
zk =/~l [ t ]  
Notice that  here too, the conclusion is only preserved up to equivalence of contexts. Third,  
7) D1 s gl 
zk = E l [x]  zk = E~[t] V~ = E4[x] V = Z3[yz] 
x = t .su y = EaEd[x] 
8~t 
y = E3E4[t] 
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With 7) A s ~- Yt = C3[zj] and E4 "~ C3Cj+I . . .  C1:E2, we build 
7:) A s & 
z~s+ ~ ~,~ = C~[zA v = ~'~[y~] 
~s = c}+l [ , s+~]  s~ y = E~C][z;]  
8?2 
y = ZaCaC~+l[z; .11 .7 . . . . .  J 
7)k 
3 1 1 . . . . .  C~_l [Zk_l] ~_,  c~[~]  y F~c~chl 91 
__-- 3 1 . .  zk E2[t] su Y = E3C}C)+I .C~[zk_l ]
8?2 3 1 y = z3c jc j+ l . ,  c~z=[t] 
Fourth, 
s & V D1 
Yt = E4[x] Yi = Ea[t] zk = E,[x] y -- E=[z~:] 
d su 
x = t y = Z2E l [x}  
SU 
With  7) ^  e ~ y, = C~[ ,A  and Z3 ~ C~CS+I .  C~1,  we build 
~As 81 
yz = C~[z;] v, = z~[~] 
d 
*s = Cj+,  . . .  CkEI[t] 
: T~ 
z~ = E,[t] y = E=[zk] 
8U 
y = Z=El[ t}  
The new deductions are in normal form. This follows from the facts that (i) both subd- 
eductions g and 7:) end with a (d)-rule and (ii) in the last two cases both subdeductions 
7:)1 and s are the rlghtmost subdeductions in the new deduction. [] 
Notice that the previous Lemma is true for any path deduction, not only for deduction 
whose hypotheses form an elementary cyclic set. 
Lemma 5.4 Let E be an elementary cyclic set. Let 7) b x = C[x] be a cyclic deduction 
such that both occurrences of  x are equal occurrences in E.  Then 7) is not minimM among 
cyclic deductions from E.  
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous one. [] 
Lemma 5,5 Let 7) F- x = C[x] be a minimal  deduction for some elementary cyclic set E.  
Then 79 does not el iminate cyclic variables above some (d)-rule (in its auxiliary deduc- 
tions). 
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Proof. The deduction 7) being minimal, all marked variables are needed by Proposition 
5.1. I f  the proper variable y is cyclic for a (t)-rnle (not immediately) above some (d)-rule, 
the proper  variable of the first (d)-rule below this (t)-rule is also cyclic. Also, assume that 
the cyclic variable y is proper for a (d)-rule: 
v = c~[~] v = c~C~[v] 
d u = C3[v] 
The deduction being reduced, the contexts Ca and C2 are non-trivial and, if C3 is trivial 
then u ~ v, as deductions are reflexivity-free. This means that the cyclic vertex V(y)  
contains two needed ~-variables, namely wa such that val(wl) = Cl[u] and w2 such that 
vaI(w2) = C2C3[v]. As 7~-variables posssess a single occurrence, wa ~ w2. But this 
contradicts the second part of Theorem 4.1. [] 
Therefore, we know the "external" structure of a minimal deduction in normal form. Let 
(vo,.  9  vn) be the sequence of needed vertices of the unique cycle e of the elementary cyclic 
set E ,  vi+x being the first needed vertex a.bove vl along the cycle. By Proposition 2.6, for 
each vertex vi there exists a variable xl that occurs by the cycle in vi, this variable may be 
chosen needed. By Theorem 4.1, this variable is the unique needed variable occurrence of 
val(wi+l),  wi+l the unique needed 7~-variable that belongs to V~+l. Hence the deduction 
must prove xl = val(wl) for each vertex vi. Further, the auxiliary deductions are "out of" 
the cycles. 
5.2 Unicity of Chains in Elementary Cyclic Sets 
In this section, all variables are assumed to be needed. Let x be some variable of an 
elementary cyclic set E, and assume that z occurs by a.n edge e in U(E). ltemind that an 
occurrence of x in some non-strict right-hand side y = C[x] is said to be associated to this 
equation iff the edge e is the last edge of the path p -- (V(y), Oc).  For any 7~-variable, 
there exists a unique associated equation. This fact is also true for P-variables when we 
require that the variable occurs in its vertex by some edge. The idea behind the proof 
of this fact is quite simple: if this fails then we linearize one of these occurrences, the 
equations hould remain cyclic. For this we need to prove the 
Lemrna  5.6 Let E be an elementary cyclic set. Let x a and x2 be two variables that occur 
by the edge e in V(z l )  = V(x2) according to two distinct equations el : Yl = C1[~1] and 
e2 : Y2 = C2[x2]. Assume that E is linearized into E ~ at occurrence Ovz by substituting 
x~ to xz.  Then, in U(E') we have V(x~) = V(x2). 
Proof. Notice first that the edge e is not cyclic by Theorem 4.1. Let v = V(xa) = V(xu) 
and v ~ be the first needed vertex above v along e. This vertex is well-defined by (i) the 
unique incident edge property for P-free vertices and (ii) if v II is non y-free and unneeded, 
then v t~ also has a unique incident edge by Proposition 2.6. 
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Then V(yl ) ,  V(y l )  e U(E) ~ v' as these ~wo vertices are needed. Further U(E) T v' = 
U(E') ~ v' as the graph above the source of e is a dug and we rename a variable whose 
vertex is the target of e. Hence V(yl) ,  V(y l )  6 U(E') ~ v' and v' = V(y l ) / (Oc l /O)  = 
V(yl)/(Oc'=/O) in U(E') where 0 is the occurrence defined by the path p = v' . . . .  ,v = 
(v', O). This establishes the result. [] 
Lemma 5.7 Let E be an elementary cyclic set and x be some variable. If x occurs in 
V(x)  of U(E)  by an edge e, then there exists a unique associated equation e p : y = C[x] 
such that e is the last edge of the path (V(y) ,Oc) .  The occurrence O(e, x) will denote 
Oc. 
Proof. This is true if the edge e is cyclic by Theorem 4.1. Assume that we have two 
distinct equations o that x occurs in V(x) by e according to these two equations. By 
Lemma 5.6, we can linearize E by substituting x' to one of these occurrences so that 
V(z  I) = V(x )  in the new graph. 
If V(x)  had a unique incident edge, this is also true in the new graph, ttence for every 
variable y in V(x) from the old graph we have y =s z, z occurs by e, by Lemma 2.5. Either 
z - x or not. In each case, we have V(x) = V(y) in the new graph. This establishes that 
the two abstract graphs are equal, contradicting E an elementary cyclic set. 
Otherwise, by considering an edge e p distinct from e and a chain between e and e ~ we 
also have that V(y) = V(x)  in the new graph for all variables y E V(x)  in the old graph. 
Once more this gives a contradiction. []
Naturally, these occurrences being well-determined, we hope that between two co-incident 
edges, there will exist a unique chain. This is the content of the next lemmas. We need 
to precise the notion of chain, with the same notations of Proposition 2.6: 
Def in i t ion  5.1 A chain as defined in Proposition 2.6 is an open chain. A closed chain 
is a triple (x,c,y)  where c is an open chain, x occurs by eo and y occurs by en. We also 
define in an obvious way/eft (zesp. right) closed and right (resp. left) open chains. 
By extension, a closed chain of length 0 is a pair (x, y) of variables uch that x =S y. A 
closed chain of length 1 is a triple (x,e,y) such that both x and y occur by the edge e. 
Such chains will be used in proving strict equations. Given two consecutive dges of a 
chain, the variable pairs (xi, yl) of a chain are unique: 
Lemma 5.8 Let E be an elementary cyclic set and v be some vertex of U(E) such that 
el and e2 are two distinct edges both incident to v. Assume that x, y occur in v by el 
and x', y' occur in v by el. Then ~ =s x' and y =~ y' implies $ ~- y and x' =__ y'. 
Proof. We establish x ~ y by contradiction. Assume x ~ y. ]By Lemma 5.6, if we linearize 
E into E '  at O(e, x) by substituting x" for x, we have V(x" ) - -  V(y) in the new graph. 
But y =~ y' implies V(y)  = V(y'). Further x =~ x' and x' still occurs by e2 implies 
= v(x ' )  = v (y ' )  = v (y )  = v (S ' ) .  
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Hence the vertices of x and x '~ are equal in the new graph. This means that  the graphs 
underlying U(E)  and U(E' )  are equal, which contradicts E an elementary cyclic set. [] 
The  argument detailed in the above proof will be frequently used in the following lemmas. 
As immediate consequence, we have the following 
Coro l la ry  5.9 Assume that in U(E) ,  E and eiementary cyclic set, we have two open 
chMns in a vertex v that  share their sequence of  edges, then the chains are equal. 
Def in i t ion  5.2 Let E be ~ set o f  equations. Let  v be some vertex in U(E) .  A block of  v 
is a set B containing at least three edges incident to v so that there exists a ];-variable x 
that  occurs by e, for all e in B. 
Let c be a chain of v. I f  c contains (e l , . . . ,en)  that forms a block, any permutat ion of 
(e2 , . . . ,  e~-l) ,  any subsequence (ez, ei~,. . . ,  ei~, e~) also defines a chain. We are interested 
in minimal chains. Notice first that  such a chain does not repeat any edge. Far ther  a 
min imal  chain does not contain any subsequence of edges defining a block. According to 
the equality that is to be proven, the chain will be open, closed or left-open and right- 
closed. 
Lemma 5.10 Let c1 and e2 be two minimal open chains between the edges el and e~ 
both incident to v. I f  their sets of edges are equal, then their sequences of  edges also are 
equal. 
Proof. Let (eo, . . .  ,e~+l) and (e~, . . .  ,e~+l) be the two sequences of edges. Let i be the 
' and j, k be the indices such that ej = e~ and ek = el. first index so that ei ~ e i ' ~ The  two 
chains are 
cz -- ( . . .  ,m{-1,y~-l ,  ei, mi, . . .  ,xk_z~ Yk- l ,ek ,Xk ,  Yk, . .  .), 
X I I I , I  , I I t c2=( . . . ,  i _ z ,y i _z ,e{ ,mi , . . . , x j _ t ,y j _ t ,e j ,x j ,  y j , . . . ) .  
They  share a common prefix, including the same variables, up to xi-z,  by Lemma 5.6. 
We first prove (i) xi ~ x}, (ii) Yi-1 ~ Y~-I and (iii) xz ~ Yt-z, I = 1 , . . . ,n .  Otherwise, 
each one of (i), (ii) implies that a chain is not minimal, e.g., x} = xi implies that  the 
chain (. .,' e x r , , t while (iii) implies 9 9 ~-1 ,  ~, ~, Yj, ej+l, xj+z, 9 9 .) does not contain the edge e~, 
the existence of some block in a minimal chain. 
Next,  we prove that  ' Yj-1 ~ x~ implies zi -- Y~-I- Otherwise, assume that  t Yi-~ - zi 
and Yi-z ~ z j." From (i) and (iii), we have three pairwise distinct v~riables, xi, xj~ and Yi-1, 
that  occur in v by el. From the chains cl and c2, we h~ve the strict equalities 1. xi =s Y~, 
,1 I /' I Yi occurs by ei+l, 2. x j  =s Yj, Yj occurs by ei+ ~ ~nd 3. Yi-z =s x i -z ,  z i -1 occurs by 
e~-l.  By the absence of repetitions in chains, we have ei+l # e~-t and ej+l' # e~-i = e~_ 1. 
! I Assuming e~+z = ej+l, as ei = ej, we may apply Lemma 5.8 f rom the equalities 1 and 2. 
We get xl -~ xj' which contradicts (i). Hence the three vertices, ei-1, e~+1 and ei+l; are 
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Figure 10: Structure of a vertex with two minimal chains, 
pairwise distinct. We claim that, among the three variable occurrences by el, one can be 
linearized without modification of the graph. The edge ei is not cyclic by Theorem 4.1, 
and we can apply Lemma 5.6 to see that this does not modify the graphs. Cf. Fig. 10: 
we have a vertex v with four incident edges, one among them, el, is associated to three 
distinct va.ri~bles, each other one is associated to a variable strictly equal to one of the 
preceding ones. By Lemma 5.6, linearizing one occurrence by ei implies that the vertex 
of the new varktble is the same as the vertex of one of the two remMning occurrences by 
ei, which in turn is our vertex v by the unmodified strict equalities. 
We have proved that either x~' ~ ' ' / Yj-1 or xl =- Yj-1, the last equality implying x] ~ Y~-I. 
We conclude the proof by a case unMysis. 
In the former case, as x~ ~ Yj-I' and Y~-I r Y'j-1 by (ii), the chain cl still exists when 
we linearize the occurrence of Y~'-I by el. 
In the latter case, we get a sm~ller chain c3 without e~': c3 = (... , x i -1 ,  y j ,  ej+ 1 , . . . )  as 
x~'-I =s Yi-1 - x~. ---~ y~.. This concludes the proof. [] 
Coro l la ry  5.11 Two minimM chMns cl and c2 with the same sets of edges are equal. 
Lemma 5.12 Let cl and c2 be two minimal chMns between el and e2 incident to v. Then 
they have the same edges. 
Proof. Assume that cl and c2 differ by say e 6 cl, e r c2. Both cl and c2 being minimal, 
Yi and Zi+l that occur by e in v are distinct. Hence e is not cyclic, we can linearize E ~t 
the occurrence of y; or Xi+l by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 without modifying the graph. [] 
P ropos is  5.13 Let E be an elementary cyclic set and v be a shared vertex of U(E) .  
For a11 pairs (el, e2) of distinct edges incident to v there exists a minimum open chain 
between el and e2. 
Proof. Consequence of Lemma 5.10 and Corollaries 5.9 and 5.11. [] 
Of course, we establish the same results for other kinds of chains. 
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Lemrna 5.14 Let E be an elementary cyclic set and x, y be two distinct variables. If 
x =~ y there exist a min imum (t)-deduction of this equality. 
Proof. A reduced (t) -deduct ion is a sequence of variables xi, i = 0, . . .  ,n  with xo ~ x, 
xn ~ y and xl = z i+l  E S. Assume that there exists two dist inct sequences (xi) and (x~). 
Let j be the first index such that x j  ~ z~. Then as z =8 xi, x =8 x~, y =~ xi,  y =~ x j  we 
can remove, say the equation x j -1 = x i without modifying the graph, contradict ion. [] 
P ropos i t ion  5.15 Let E be some elementary cyclic set ~nd x, y be two variables with 
V(x )  = V(y).  Then there exists a minimum closed chain between x and y. 
Proof. We first estabhsh the existence of such chains. I f z  =~ y, there exists a ( t ) -deduct ion 
of this equation by definition of =8. Otherwise v = V(x)  = V(y)  is not a root. By Lemma 
2.5, there exists a and b such that a =8 x, a occurs by some edge el in v, b =8 Y, b occurs 
by some edge e2 in v. By Proposit ion 5.13, there exists a minima] chain between el and 
e2. This establishes the existence of a chain proving a = b, hence x = y. 
We now establish the unicity. Assume x =~ y. By Lemma 5.14, there exists a min imum 
(t ) -deduct ion of x =~ y. Otherwise, we firstly assume that in minimal chains on]y one 
edge is involved and that  (1) a and b occur by e, with a ~8 b, x =8 a and y =8 b, (2) a ~ 
and  b ~occur bye  l, with a 1~8 b ~,x =8 a /andy  =8 b'. I fe - -e  t, but saya~ a I ,wecan 
l inear ize e.g. a by e, as a =8 a ~, But e ~ e ~ is impossible by Lemma 5.8, as a =8 a p and 
b =8 b'. 
Secondly, assume that  n + 1 edges, n > O, are involved in minima] chains and that  we 
h~ve two closed min imal  dist inct chains proving the equality x = y: 
e = (a ,  e0,  z0 ,  yo , . . ,  b),  = (a ' ,  ea, ' 0 ,  Y0, 9 9 . b ) .  ' ' 
Then if eo = e~ and en = e~n, by Proposit ion 5.13, we have a ~ a '  or b ~ b', say a ~ a'. 
But  a =a a' and we may linearize say the occurrence of a by e0. Otherwise eo ~ e~. Then 
we have a =8 a I, Xo ~8 a and x~ ~8 a I by minimal ity of the chains. As a, x0 occur by  eo 
and a I, x~ occur by e~, once more we may linearize. [] 
P ropos i t ion  5.16 Let E be an elementary cyclic set. Let x E v and e being incident to 
v. Tlmn there exists a minimum left-closed and right-open chain that starts with x and 
ends with y, for some y that occurs in v by e. 
Proof. Existence: by Proposit ion 2.6, v being non V-free, there exists at least one var iable 
y that  occurs by e in v. For every such y there exists a minimum closed chain that  proves 
x = y by Proposit ion 5.15. 
Unicity: if x occurs by e the unicity follows from Lemma 5.7. Next, assume firstly that  
x is str ict ly equal to some variable that occurs by e. If there exists two such variables y 
and y' ,  then x ~ y, x ~ y' and y ~ y' imply that  we may delete some equation involved 
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in the (t)-deduction of, e.g., x =s Y, contradiction. Secondly, assume that we have two 
minimal left-closed right-open distinct chains: 
e=(z ,  eo,xo, Yo,.. ,Xn- l ,Yn- l ,en) ,  c' (z',elo, ' ' . x' ' 9 = %,~o," ,  ~-1 ,~-1 ,e '~) .  
If eo = e~ then the open chains are equal by Proposition 5.13. We are in the previous case: 
z, z'  occur by e, both are strictly equal to x, we may delete some equation of E involved 
in e.g. x --~ z. Finally, if e0 ~ e0, then we may also delete the same strict equation, the 
graph still are equal by Lemma 5.6 and the existence in the new graph of the two open 
chains associated to c and c'. [] 
These three propositions detail the three cases where we will need the unicity property in 
the next section. In addition we have 
Propos i t ion  5.17 Let v be some cyclic needed vertex in U(E), E some elementary cyclic 
set. There exists a maximum open chain in v. 
Proof. Direct consequence of Corollary 5.11, as we do not have any block in a needed 
cyclic vertex. Hence all open chains are minimal and there trivially exists at least one 
maximal  chain. [] 
5.3 Unicity and Sequentiality of the Minimal Deduction 
We are now in position to define a proof-search procedure. Assume that at some step in 
the execution of this algorithm we visit some vertex v fi'om which we have to prove some 
equation between terms rooted in this vertex. If this vertex is non-root, this equation 
will most probably depend on the graph G T v. The knowledge of the equation and the 
existence of minimum chains imply that we can search this subproof through the minimum 
chains. We formalize this idea. A cyclic variable x of the vertex v is the proper variable 
of v iff x is the (unique) variable that occurs in v by the edge incident to v belonging to 
the cycle. 
Theorem 5,18 Let x be some proper variable of the elementary c clic set E. There exists 
a min imum deduction :D b x = C[x] of the cyclic equation associated to x. The minimum 
deductions for other proper variables are obtained from 2) by a cyclic permutation of the 
auxiliary deductions of 29. 
Proof. We establish the result by giving a deterministic Mgorithm that searches uch 
a deduction. The inference rules are denoted by function symbols of ~rity 2: SU for 
the substitution, T for the transitivity and D for the simplification rule. The algorithm 
includes a main body and three mutually recursive functions. The first one Connect 
l'etunls a deduction of xi+l = Ci[xi] where xi+l (resp. xl) is the proper variable of the 
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cyclic needed vertex vi+l (resp. vl). The function Chain takes an open chain f rom xo 
to Yn-1 (with the usual notations) and returns a deduction of xo = Yn-1. Finally~ the  
function Edge takes an edge and two (distinct) variables that occur by this edge (e i ther  
7Z- or ]2-variables) and xetuxns a deduction of their equality. The  intuition behind th is  
last function is: the equations associated to these wriables are unique. Also, we have  
three distinct cases according to the relative position of the paths defined by these two  
equ~.tions: they are equal, one is suffix of the other, or they diverge at some vertex. One  
of the three Propositions 5.13, 5.15 or 5.16 applies to each case. 
CYCLE DEDUCTION 
I nput :  an e lementary  cyc l i c  se t  E ,  i~s graph U(E) ,  
some needed cyclic vertex re; 
Let vo~...~v~ be the sequence of needed cyclic vertices, vi+1 the 
the first needed cyclic vertex above v~ along the cycle, with Vn+l ----- re; 
For i=  0 , . . . ,n  Let Ti=Connect(vi ,  vi+l); 
ReCurn (S(To, S( . . .  S(Tn-1, Ta). . .))) .  
Procedure  Connect(v1, v2) 
I f  v2 possesses  a unique inc ident  edge 
Then Le~ e:x  = C[y] be the unique non-s t r i c t  equat ion  of  v2; 
Let  z be the  var iab le  of  v2 that  possesses  an occur rence  
by the cyc le ;  
Let  2) be the minimum (~)-deduct ion of  z =~ x;  
Return(T(2) ,e)  or  e i f  /) is  vo id ) ;  
Else Let e----(eo,~:o, Yo,e l , . . . ,en,xn- l ,Yn- l ,en)  be the maximum chain of v2 
such tha~ w, the unique needed 7Z-variable of v2 occurs by en, 
and e0 is the cyclic edge incident to v2; 
Let 2)1 = Chain(v2, c) ; 
Let ~2 = Edge(y~-l, e,w) ; 
Return (T(2)l, 2)2)). 
P rocedure  Chain(co, xo, Yo, el, .. 9 e~, x~-l ,  Yn-1, e~) 
For i = 0,...,n - 1 Let 2)~ be ~he minimum (~)-deduction of x~ =a Yi; 
For i = O, . . . .  n -  1 Let i92 = Edge(v, yi, e~+l,x~+l); 
1 2 For i=  I f  i s  vo id  Then E l se  
Let l) = /)3; 
For i=2 ,  . . . .  n -1  Let 2 )=T(2) , l )3 ) ;  
2)n-'l is void). Return(T(D, D1n-l) or 2) if 1 
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Procedure  Edge(z,  e, y) 
Let  el : $ = C[x] and e 2 : y = D[y] be assoc ia ted  to  O(x,e) and O(y,e);  
Let  p be  the  maximal  common su f f ix  of  Pl = (V(m),Oc) and P2 = (V(y) ,Oz 
I f  p = pl = p2 
Then I f  m -= y 
Then Return(D(e l~e2) )  ; 
E l se  Let  c=(y ,  eo, xo , . . . , yn - l ,en ,  x) be 
the minimum closed chain between y and x; 
Let ~)1 = Edge(y, eo, xo) ; 
Let  %)2 = Chain(eo,xo,..   ,yn-~,en); 
Let  Z)3 = Edge(y~-l ,e~,y);  
Let  Tr = T(T(1)I,/~2), ~s)  ; 
Return(D(T(Tr ,  el), e2)) ; 
If P ---- Pl 
Then Let eo be the edge of P2 incident to V(x); 
Let w be the 7Z-variable associated to D[y] 
that occurs by eo in V(z); 
Let c = (eo~xo~... ,yn- l ,en, x) be 
the minimum left-open right-closed chain between eo and x; 
Let 1)1 = Chain(eo, xo,. . . ,yn_l, e~); 
Let I)2 = Edge(y~_l, e~,x); 
Let  / )3  = Edge(xo, eo, w) ; 
Let  T r  = T (Dt ,  7)2) ; 
Keturn ( O (T(Tr, el ), 93) )  ; 
If P ---- P2 
Then Let en be the edge of Pl incident to V(y); 
Let w be the 7Z-variable associated to C[x] 
that occurs by e n in V(y) ;  
Let e= (Y~eo,xo, . . . ,yn- l ,e~) be 
the minimum left-closed right-open chain between y and en; 
Let /), = Edge(y, eo, x0) ; 
Let Z)2 = Chain(eo, mo,. . . ,yn_l ,en);  
Let  Y)3 = Edge(yn_~, en,w); 
Let  Tr  = T(~1,~)2) ;  
Keturn(D(T(Tr ,  9 e2)) ; 
E l se  Let  v'  be the  source  o f  the  path  p; 
Le t  e,  e' be the  two edges  o f  the  paths  Pl and p~ 
that occur in v~; 
Let We, wl be the two corresponding 7Z-variables; 
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Lot c= (eo, xo, . . . ,yn_l ,en) be the minimum open chain 
between e ~ and  e; 
Let 7)1 = Edge(zo, e0,wl); 
Let l)2 = Chain(eo,xo,...,yn_l,e,~); 
Let 7)3 = Edge(yn-1, e~,w0); 
Return(JD(T(~D2,/)3),/)1)). 
The correction of the algorithm follows from the Lemmas in section, i.e. the algorithm 
terminates and computes a cyclic deduction. The computed eduction is minimum by 
Propositions 5.13, 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17, i.e., at each recursive call, the minimum amount of 
computation is performed in order to prove some equality. [] 
Let us see an example. It contains a unique cycle, which is primitive (cf. Fig. 11): 
x =/ ( t ,  a') ~: = f (~,  b') 
y = f ( ra ,  gt) y = : (n ,  h') 
z = : (o ,  V) ~ = f (n ,  m') 
o = / (b ,  n') t = f ( f (o ' ,  c), p') 
x -= f(f(c' ,  f( f(b, d'), e')), f ' )  
y = f( f( i ' ,  f( j ' ,  c)),k') 
n = f(q', f(a, a)) 
We are now able to decipher this example s The needed variables are the nnprimed 
ones. The two proper variables of the cyclic vertices are b and c. The associated equations 
are x = f ( f (c ' ,  f(f(b,d'),e')) ,  f ' )  and /= f(f(o' ,  c),p'). The occurrences of the needed 
variables are displayed on the graph U(s The minimum cyclic deductions for b and c 
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are as follows. The first auxiliary deduction D1 is: 
.~=f(l,a') :~=f('rr~sb') y=f('m,g') Y=f(n,h t) 
z=y(n,m') z=f(o,l') 
l=o o=:(b,~') 
z=.i (b,,e) t=/(f(o' :),r,,) 
b=:(o',6 
Let 2) I and 11~J be the two deductions: 
~,=y(~,h') U=](Y(r 
n---/(i',f(j',c)) r~=f(qt,f(a,tz)) 
c~o,, 
y=y(m,a') y=.f(n,h') 
m'=n n=f(q'J(a,a)) x=f(m,b') x---f(f(c',f(f(b,d'),e.')),f') 
m= f(qt,y (cL,a) ) m= y (c',f (f (b,d'),e') ) 
~=/(b,d') 
The second auxiliary deduction is 792: 
c=a a= f (b ,d ' )  
c = f(b, d') 
The two minimum deductions are : 
112 lPl 111 11= 
c= f (b ,d ' )  b= f (o ' ,c )  b= f (o ' ,c )  c= f (b ,d ' )  
su b = f (o ' , f (b ,d ' ) )  su c = f ( f (o ' , c ) ,d ' )  
Notice that the two equations above are the rightmost hypotheses in the auxiliary deduc- 
tions. To conclude, we mention that the analysis of occur-checks also applies to homogene- 
ity tests~ for unification over an arbitrary signature ~. The notion of elementary cyclic 
set must be replaced by the definition of elementary non-homogeneous set, the existence 
of a cycle being replaced by the existence of a failure by homogeneity. The elimination 
rule requires that the head symbols of the premiss members along the rule's occurrence 
are equal, but we can deduce f ( . . - )  = g(.. .) ,  f ~ g e ~. 
Theorem 5.19 Let • be a unification problem on some signature D. Then there exists 
a finite basis of elementary non-homogeneous sets embedded in C. For each element of 
fhe basis, there exisfs a min imum, (su)-free, equational deduction of  a non-homogeneous 
eq u ation. 
Sketch of Proof. The proof of the unicity follows the lines of the cycle unlcity proof in 
section 3. The syntactical analysis of deductions i valid (cf. especially the proof of Lemma 
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2.8). The semantical nalysis remains valid, essentially because the Lemmas in section 5.1 
are true for proofs whose hypotheses do not form an elementary set. The algorithm is a 
subcase of the Cycle Deduction procedure. []
Let C be a set of equations. An exhaustive search gives all the elementary cyclic 
sets imbedded in E. Call the set of their canonical deductions B(~). Now trivially, E 
is unifiable iff B(E) is empty. But we have something more: the set B(s encodes the 
minimal amount of computation that has to be performed in order to prove that E is 
ununifiable. Formalizing this argument would lead us too far. We conjecture that some 
results about the complexity of subclasses of the unification problem follow easily from 
the description of their base {B($) ] s e C}. For example, if the number of repeated 
variables is bounded, the height of the deductions in the base B(C) is bounded uniformly 
on the class. Hence an efficient parallel algorithm can be designed, showing that this class 
is in NC while unification is P-complete. Finally, for Type Inference, some quite involved 
examples how that we must consider the second-order lifting of the set C(s protecting 
B(s is not sufficient, see especially the example (~x.x x) (Ax, y.z y x) in the introduction. 
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